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Finance Committee
Member Resigns
was that the budget could be
"I realize that telling John
justified,
but once you
how much money SAC was
stepped back from ir, there are spending on decorations
some huge problems with the may have been a breach of
In a move which has reallocations," she said.
ceived mixed reactions of
confidentiality, but I don't
"I was under a lot of prespraise and criticism, Julie
think thai it is as big as it is
Taraska, '92, house senator of
sure to toe the party line both . being blown up to be. I was
directly and indirectly," she wrong, but it was public
Park, publicly resigned from
the Finance Committee at
added, "I was told thai I was a information anyway if you
Thursday night's Assembly
member of the committee and
looked in the audits," she
meeting.
had the duty to uphold what
added.
~
the committee said."
Citing philosophical differFinance
Committee
ences, Taraska said, UI
She said that this was the members
have reacted
couldn't justify the money
opinion of some, but not all,
strongly to Taraska'sresigcommittee members.
being spent on extras . • . I
nation and her public anTaraska explained thai
couldn 'tjustify itto myself and
nouncemenl
some committee members
I couldn't justify it to others."
Tom Neff, '91, J-Board
believed that she had shirked
In a separate interview,
chair, explained the comTaraska said, "I believed that if her reponsibility by not at- mittee's major complaints
tending last week's presentastudents saw [the money being
concerning the resignation.
tion of the budget to organizaspent on extras] , they wouldn't
"The manner in which she
vote for [the budget]. I was told . tion leaders.
resigned and, I mean this is
In addition, Taraska ac- key, was disrespectful to
that 'all members of the comknowledged that question has
mittee are not happy with eveother committee members
been raised concerning an al,rything and we would like to
in thatil was basically astab
leged breach of confIdentialput on an united front on the
in lhe dark that we didn't
ity. Taraska approached Jolm know was coming. It was
budget'"
~gpore, '9\,pres~lOf
Among Taraska's largesl
unprofessional . . . and
SGA, with infonnation COIt- was out of selfish motivaproblems with the budget were
cerning the SAC budgeL
tions thar she was resigning
the publication allOlments and
SaidTaraska, "Afreroneof
IIll-dour of selrJSh motivaf;~~nlan~C~~~,s
the meetings I was very upset
tions that she then reinstated
with theamountofmoney that herself to the Finance Comlions.
SAC was being given for mittee."
"When I came OUI of the
decorations.
I told John how
Taraska discussed the
meeting Monday night [OctoSee Reslgnallon p. 8'
much money was being spent
ber 24], I realized that there
on one event This was inforwas something really wrong
mation that could have been
with the budget and I couldn't
gleaned from looking at the
figure out what it was.
audits." Audits are public
Through the course of Tuesday
documents.
morning, I realized the fact
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor
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Features

p,4

Conn Fellows are link
between students and
faculty

C:.:,~~

Blats Distorts Truth
About Computer Ban

CT, View pp. 5-6
Inside New London's
Winthrop Highrise

by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

p.Tl

~"",,==

Information suggesting adeliberate misrepre. sentation of the facts by B lalseditors concerning
their use of the computer facilities on campus
has resulted in anger on the pan of some Finance
Committee members and the promise of a public

Unknown substance collects in fetid pool In K.B.

Sewage Slimes K~B.Basement
A&E

pp,12-13

Cinegoop review:
Goodfellas

Sports pp, 14-16

Women's crew wins gold
medal at regatta

by Chris McDaniel
Associate News Editor

According to residents of
K.B. basement, therecentleakage from a pipe above the bathroom has contributed to making. basement life "sub-standard." For over a week the
leakage, which ran behind the
bathroom wall creating bubbling paint and brown streaks,
seeped onto the bathroom
floor.
The problem was fmally

examined by a physical plant
cause the pungent
smell
employee, who informed Jenthroughout the basement indinifer Scott, '94, and Daniella De
cated that there was bacteria.
Filippo, '94, both residents of
growing in the water behind the
K.B. basement, thatitwasasew'wall, This water su_bsequently
age leak and needed immediate
dripped onto the floor and reattention. This statement, howmained in a large puddle, which
ever, is contrary to the statement
everyone using the bathroom
given by Julie Quinn, director of
was forced to walk through.
college relations, who said that it
Also, De Filippo pointed out
was a fresh water leak.
- how the bathroom floor had
Upon being informed of
become very slippery, making
Quinn's statement, SCOll said
the hathroom a safely hazard.
even if it were not sewage, "II
"It is frightening that main[was] still a health hazard" beSee K.B.p.10

apology' to the Assembly by Melkon
Khoshrovian, '91, co-edilorofB/aIs.
During budget proceedings and Assembly
meetings, Khoshrovian told student leaders
thatBlalsmagazinehad been banned from all
computer facilities on campus.
A letter from Mall Haggett, '91, co-editor
of BlaIS. 10 Assembly members also reiterated this information, stating, "B lars has been
banned from all computing facilities on
ri~~~OVian

cited their late hours' and

large amount of time at the centers as the
reasons for the banning.
He told the Assembly last week, "[Without
the computer] Blats is going to die." Appealing to the members, Khoshrovian said, "Is
[BlaIs] nOI worth a Chocofest, not worth a
couple of Billy Joel parties? What are we,
chopped liver? Aren't we worth one-tenth of
Senior Week? I urge you to strike [the
proposal] down."
When asked who informed Blats that they
were no longer allowed to use the computer
centers,
Khoshrovian answered Cindy
Lyon-Blomstedt, microcomputer specialist.
See Blais p. 9

VIEWPOINT
Check Please, Plant

~ Blats' Blunder Highlights
8 Inadequate Equipment
_
Over the JUI'S, the edIlorS of BImM,.,.,v."'n compromised format
~
~ aesthetics and printing IlWIries to save _yo
They believed this was their
" yearlobe paid back. Tbepm:
a DeWoompuler. Unfortunately for BWr. th.y
.~
.:;. wanted It a Uttle too badly.
"
Wben M.IkOD Kbosbrovlan, m-edllor of BWr, nallzed that the Flnanee
CommIttee was once again gotng lD deny his publication a compuler be
" dedded to portray the computer as atruenecesslty. KbosbrovlanaD_ced
u that 81m had been banDed from lb. campus a>mpuler ""nlers and thattbe
~
publkatlon would die Itltw.re DOlglv.n _.y
10purchase a DeW a>mpuler.
HIsUewas.llJ*Odthlswee
.... henTomN.If.chalrofJ-BoardandFlnaCommittee member. spot. wllb representatives of the CoUege's a>mpuler
operations. They slated that there was DO reason BImshould beBev. It had
been banned from the ""nt ..... Kbosbrovlan basslnao admitted blsronse and
Is c:onstderlng reslgnlng from Bkdre
Kbosbrovlan's
goal dearly does not Justify bis actions. By lying to the
College commnnlty, be basJeopardlzed the trust eslabllsbed amongorganJ·
zalioDs, especially pnbllcalioDs, and the Ftna_ Committee. H..... also
managed to create slgnllk:ant negative .. ntbn.nt against B1IJb.
Connecticut CoUOlll"a pnbllcatioDs are _ruUy
technolngically und.rdev.loped. Th. minimal funding SGA is able 10 provide 00 .... nowhere n.ar
wbat It would lake to equlp.ach publication with wbatlt needs. The College
Voke(newspaper)and
V.... Mag.,.;."e are the only twoslud.nt publications
that have a eomputer, one computer. Most college newspapen at peer
InslllDtIollS work with at least thr •• or four. WillIams Colleg'·. stnd.nl
newspaper _
is stocked .. Ith t.n c:ompulers.
Tbe end resu1t is tbatthe publicatlollS ODcampus ore unable to present the
biglJestquatltypendDdthelrslatrsam
produce.AJsn,aDoften overlooked but
Important fwu:tIoII, the training of staff ..... hera .. writing, edIting
IRyDOlskllls, ls-.ely curtatIed by the dearth oftecbDoJoglcalllf:a!lSOlieo.
UaderslaDdably,
publteatlon.
..........
are fnlStratEd by this sItuariD
.Kboo\Iro>iaD let his ~
dktate his aetioDsa Uttle too much.
SGA and the FIe"""" Committee ..... strongly recom .......... that the
newly established I'abUcatiOns Board submit a rundlng request
a com
pnler. Tbeoretlcally;thls
computer would be shared by aD except tllt Votce
publicatlons.For
thesbortterm,
thislsprobably afeasl.ble option. Althe .. or·
.,...uattons attempt to expand aDd furlb'r estabUsb themselves, howev.r,
wtlt aotsulTlce.
What sboulll DOl be lost In the debate .... r .. bat to do wltb,B1IJb Is that
sIpIl\caIlt need ulatLlmprovlng
the quality of campus publicatlollS must
aestndenta' traIn\.. g,__
and tnr ....
CODD .... l<ut CoJIeBe, the student pu~
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their windows.
Some complainlS were brought to Blackstone's
Housefellow's attention about the noise level, however,
but at no time did she Ihreaten to Ialceanyone in Plant in
front of Ibe I-Board, as Krumm claims. She discussed
it wilb Ibe Housefellow
of Plant. and asked if Ibe
situation could be rectified. If his particular room is in
danger of being penalized, it is not due to Blackstone's
complainlS, it is because someone feels that he and his
roommates are Ibe rool of a problem.
Correct or
incorrect, Blackstone had nolbing to do with Ibis accu-

salion.
While his complainlS about picky neighbors who are
out to get him are confused and exaggerated. Krumm's
assertion that Blackstone is some sort of madhouse
(using his discovery of Nerf-guns and loud music as
evidence) is nothing short of slanderous.
He conspicu-

Karen
A. Christofano
Associate Publisher

W. Maggin

Editor in Chief (N~e~1JPeryr-=Act:

ously omits which day and time he toured the donn
Blackstone does indeed have loud hours, and I would
wager that he came around then. Even ifhe did not, the
people he saw with the Nerf-guns (who do not live in
the donn, by tbe way) were asked to leave by the
Housefellow as soon as she saw them. Had the loud
music been bothering anybody, those people would
have asked for it to be turned down. The dorm works
on a common courtesy basis, and if someone has a
problem with someone else. they talk to each other
about it (as opposed to writing an article for The
Voice). The quiet donn is working fine, thank you
very much.
A reliable (anonymous)
source in Plant SOurce insists that Krumm himself boasts of his frequent taunt,
ing of Blackstone by yelling and cursing.
I myself
have too much faith in human nature than to believe
that someone would have enough audacity to write
such an essay on how persecuted he is when he himself
is plainly responsible for his own problem. Even on
the assumption Ibat he has never done anylbing malicious to Blackstone, I still feel that his complaint is so
unfairly directed at Blackstone Ibat he cerlainly deserves less sympathy Iban he got newspaper space.
The only reason Ibat this issue should merit a response
is because he publicly announced Ibat Blackstone's
inhabitanlS are nolbing but hypocritical complainers,
which should be publicly denounced as false. I would
suggest that Jason Krumm follow his own advice next
time he has a problem with a neighbor, and take it up
with them. personally. first to get Ibe other side of the
story.
Sincerely,
Gerard Choucroun, '93,
House Governor of Blackstone

Will Light Stay Lit?
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Letter to the Voic.:
The "numerous complaints to Campus Safety about
the noise level" in Plant submitted by Blackstone to
which Jason Krumm refers are, in fact, non-existent.
He Slates that the quiet donn is frequently issuing complaints to Campus Safety about noise that neither his
Housefellow nor his neighbors are bothered by. On the
contrary, Campus Safety has been notified by people
from Blackstone about noise on only two occasions,
both of which entailed extended choruses of "Wake the
(expletive) up, Blackstone" being shouted at the donn at
around 2:00 a.m. Krumm's suggestion that the disturbed parties come out at Ibis hour and politely ask a
bunch of drunks {with baseball caps, no less), to keep it
down a liule, seems a little far-fetched.
If there are
problems with a particular room or donn, I agree, they
should be addressed personally, first. but in this case,
Ibe complainlS were directed at Ibe hecklers oulSide

=

Letter to tbe Voic.:
I am surprised and appalled at the
positive reception given to the recognition of Ibe ayCS program as .

and buried the dead natives in a
mass grave! This bestowal of en-

wranglings indicate thatas Ibedeficit looms. Ibe Ibousand lights will
lightenment comes from Ibe hands
be extinguished first, Ibe darkness
of a man whose adminislration
(we
of Ibe B-2 bomber and the military
can assume, as George Bush was
continue to glow.
elected on the laurels of Ronald
In light of all of this, how can we,
Reagan's adminislration),
Ibat he asa college whose very nature must
acceplS responsibility
for ilS ac- be. (like our colleagues at the Unitions. Policies have led to Ibe S & versity of Beijing), to argue -to tear
L crisis (500 billion more potential
at Ibe insidious double-speak of Ibe
dollars from social programs like powers that be, pant so? Is il not
OYeS),lbe
Iran-contra embarrasstime to reject Ibe dogma being
ment, a major recession (if you
generated by the residenlS of Ibe
doubt Ibis, simply spend an our ,at "city oflighlS upon a hill" and proIbe Groton Stop and Shop and listen
hibit Ibem from palronizing uS with
for the tone of lay-off in Ibeair), and a Ibousand pleasant paIS upon Ibe
to this counlfy's changing of posihead; when at the exact same
moment Ibey are stealing Ibe food
tions from Ibe world's
largest creditor to the from our bowls. and, more imporworld's largest debtor
tantly,from the nearly empty bowls
in eight years. As we of our brothers
and sisters in
have helplessly
witOyeS? I would like to hope so.
Sincerely,
nessed
before,
this
Craig S. Bower, '93
weekend's
budget

Ibe 2591b point oflight in George
Bush's vulpine symbol, a Thousand
PoinlS of Light. How can one be
- "thrilled" at this recognition from
an administrator who is cutting the
funding of these very programs that
shine so brilliantly while simullaneously spending fifty million dollars a day in Ibe Middle East to
further police the world?
This pontificating
comes from
the same man who went into Panama. deslroyed an underclass city,

r-------------------~
Gaudiani Responds to
Scheduling Concern
Letter to !he

"til«:
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The Ccmethat scbeduIes

our

evCIIIS uses tlIe eale lai put 0Ul by tlIe
NatioIlaI Q•• eooe of Christians and
Jews
~ning.
Although
RoslIn t t~20-21and
tlIe ~~ofParenis·Week.
enddit'*."lIlIIil~y
eveniIIg, tlIe
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Operations Director
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_ -..: panrrta:!be publ.>ca1icxl at my
Wr: __
the ri&b 10 celil
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~
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Willi&m F. Walte:r (EditOI" in 0Ucf Emeritus)
FanandoJuan E&p1d •• A.I«ljo. (Publ.ilher 1986-1988.l Praidc:nt., Fund)
Brian Fidd (Publilher Pmczi1uI)

ght e 1990, The Colle e Vnice Publishing Grou . All Ri hts Reserv

driRtlhroogh-iDalavenienceourcalendIIr would .our Jewish families.
S!llluld"'"IJ&BMfIeroccasionOll

whicb

tbia holidaylidlsla1llt mid-week. we will
_WI I IS"-ta'Weekcnllsoclose to

Senior Class
President Apologizes
1 am writing to Ibe Voice to make a public apology. The
Senior Class has wilbclrawn the new name "S.C.A.M." or
"Senior elass Against Moderation"
as Ibe name for Ibe
monlbly galbering of seniors. Originally Drink of Ibe Monlb
Club, the name for the monlbly gathering of Seniors had to
be replaced last year for liability purposes.
This year's
Senior Class chose to discard Ibe name S .O.S. or Society of
Seniors used by last year's class because it became associated with exchisivity.
Unfortunately,
last year's monlbly
galberings represented a clique within the Senior Class. The
Class of 1991 would like to avoid exclusivity at all coslS.
I was uncomfortable with Ibe new nameS.e.A.M.
chosen
by our class but failed to express my opinions because I did
not want to override a class decision. However, many Seniors and faculty members immediately
expressed discon·
tent. I apologize

for my mistake.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Mary Beth Holman, '91,
Senior Class President
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The Closed Minded Left
Last Tuesday, October 2, Judge David Souter's Supreme Court nomination was confirmed by the Senate in a
vote of 90-9. Because of his academic background and

record as a strict constructionist, Souter is one of the best
nominees the Court has seen inyears. However, nine Senators found it within themselves-to vote against him, These
nine Democrats are: Massachusetts Senators Kennedy and
Kerry (surprise?); New Jersey Sens. Bradley and Lautenberg; Sen. Cranston (CA) whose credibility can be illustrated by his involvement in the "Keating Five" S & L seandal; Sens. Burdick (ND), Akaka (HI), Mikulski (MD), and
Adams (W A). These are the same Senators who voted in

unanimous support for known conservative Justices Kennedy (97-0) and Scalia (98-0). Considering the fact that
Judge Souter may preside over more than 3,000 cases in his
lifetime. there may be more significant subjects to address
than abortion. (Incidentally, Judge Souter voted to allow
abortions to be performed in a New Hampshire hospital
while serving as a trustee; but our ever-so-just media
seemed 'to have overlooked this). It seems that the Left
would have been satisfied only if Judge Souter slated that

itis a fundamental and constitutional "right" to terminate a
pregnancy, and that hiring quotas based on colorand creed
is not institutionalized racism. At least Sen. Biden had the
good sense to recognize a qualified candidate.
David Souter has been described unilaterally as a strict
constructionist This is how President Bush described the
man on July 23 upon announcing his nomination. Strict
construction refers to the method of judicial review which
utilizes only past precedents and existing legislation. This
isdiarnetrically opposed to themechanism implemented by
the Brennan Court in which "judicial activism" was the
order of the day. This is also known as "legislating from the
bench." After twenty years of dictating to the private citizens of America random concepts such as life begins after
the first trimester of pregnancy and preferential treatment
based on race rather than merit, it may be appropriate to
appoint ajudgewho will look at what is instead of what he
thinks should be.
If David Souter is able to dismay the NRA, NOW, the
ACLU, the lifers and the abortionists, he must be doing

As Editorial Page/CONNThought Editor, it is my responsibility to reach out to the
students and faculty of Connecticut College
to present a representative portrayal of the
numerous beliefs and opinions that exist
lous, must be allowed to speak. For if the
editors of the Voice brand certain letters or
opinion pieces by students as unappealing
or undesirable, and refuse to print them because of their displeasing nature, the newspaper would be insipidly mainstream, The
CONNThought section would be a boring
and useless.
'
Students should not be intimidated by
predominant beliefs held by the writers or
editors of the Voice, or even by popular
opinions held by the majority of students or
professors on campus. If one blankets his
beliefs simply to placate others, that person
is a coward and will inevitably live his life
guided by the notions of those around him.
It is essential that one finds the courage to
comment on an issue or to critique or deride
a person with whom he disagrees.
After the Voice printed "Reckless and
Superficial," an article by Brian Lee, '94, I
was ecstatic by those who chose to reprimand and censure his dubious beliefs concerning the moral behavior of students on
campus.
His belittling generalizations
merited a thorough counter-attack by the
. student body. I am pleased that women and
beer -drinkers alike chose to refute his opinions.
However, 1 am dismayed with those cer-

something right. This
c1carly demonstrates that
Judge Souter is not a man
guided by ideology or any
particular special interest
group. He is guided by the
.Constitutionof'the United
States of America. Based
on the prainciple of strict
construction, Molly Yard,
Kate Michelman,
and
other feminist militants
can shed their armor since
Roe vs. Wade and the Civil
Rights Act are done deals.
They are on the books and
must be taken into consideration for future cases.
As a point of reference, under Rhenqaist, out
"conservative"Court has already upheld the "right" to bum
the flag and terminate a p~gnancy.
The phrase, "You can lead a horse to water but you can't
make him drink" comes to mind at this point. What secret
agendas are these Senators harboring? It has become "de
rigeur" for the dynamic duo from the People's Republic of
Taxachusetts to oppose anything.supported by a Republican
so it is understandable why Ted "safe rides" Kennedy and
Supreme Court nominations are not popularity contests
and should not become so. The Court'sjob is to interpret the
Constitution not play cut and paste with it.
Perhaps in November, when Sens. Kerry, Lautenberg,
Burdick, and Akaka are running for re-election, the own
ideologies and are not particularly interested in representing
their constituents' best interests. Then again, based on the fact
that 535 of the world's best educated men and women,
popularly elected by the same electorate, have not been able
to balance our checkbook in ten years, maybe not.
Christopher J. Howard
Class or 1992

lain individuals who criticize the Voice for
printing the article. Just as Brian Lee does
not possess the credibility to dictate to us our
morals, these individuals have absolutely no
right or justification to silence those with
whom they disagree, Those who advocate
the censorship of "Reckless and Superficial"
are blatant hypocrites who should leave for
nations like China and Iraq which do not
permit free-thinking, This is the United
States, and there is something that exists
called the Bill of Rights which allows people
to say what they please,
Though Lee's opinions may not appeal to
a majority, they represent values and morals
in which he strongly believes. Students may
castigate or denounce him. but they should
never attempt to silence him. For if this
occurs, definitive free speech will be destroyed, In effect, this will lay the groundwork to mute more and more students because of their seemingly "wrong opinions,"
It is ironic how similar Brian Lee's ardent
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enemies are to his own authoritative tendencies. Both seem to understand what beliefs
are good or bad, what morals and values are
right or wrong, and what we should read in
the newspaper. My advice to both parties is
to avoid infringing upon my right to drink
what I want, to do what I want, and to read
what I want Hopefully, ConnecticutCollege
will not have its own "moral majority" to
contend with.
by Jed Low
CON~'Thought Edilor

Misguide~Sanctions
When Connecticut College divested from South Africa. the
majority of students. admjnj~tratorsand faculty believed that
they were helping the blacks in that country ,and according to
Mandela and Tutu, they were doing just that When one
scratches the sufrace of this issue, though, he or she will fmd
that we were doing just the opposite.
By clamoring for the withdrawl of foreign capital from
South Africa, divestment proponents have taken away jobs
from the blacks and forced the transferal of outside corporations into the hands of white South Africans. Thus, they have
ironically helped to solidify the power of the whites. Mandela
and his African National Congress have wholeheartedly supported these sanctions, and have also convinced the rest of the
world that what is right for them is also right for the rest of
South Africa. The question that I put forward, though, is who
elected Mandela and where did he get the right to order sanctions in the first place?
The notion that Mandela and his followers are the rightful
heirs to the South African government has been fostered by
the liberal media and accepted by most of America, yet our
closed minds refuse to let us see that this is a lie. The A.N.C.
gets most of its support from communists and radicals. The
A.N.C:s Freedom Charter of 1964 calls for massive redistribution of the wealth or what we know to becommunism. And
most importantly, the A.N.C. is a terrorist organization.
South Africa deserves to be free but not under the conditions
of Mandela or Connecticut College, for by blindly throwing
ourselves behind Mandela, we are in fact supporting Communism.
Though we scream mindlessly "one man, one vote," we
have failed to pay heed to the only democratically elected
black in South Africa, Zulu chieftain Budelezi. While we adhered faithfully to Mandela's proposals for violence and SQcialism, we refused to acknowledge Budelezi's calls for nondivestment and peaceful, capitalistic reforms. The fact that
we did not listen to Budelezi is not surprising, though, for to
do so would mean going against our ignorant and liberal ideology,
Justas we, as a college, have supported the right of a mother
to kill her fetus, so have we beat down the black South African
by divesting from his country, and maybe ifthings work out
exceptionally well (to Conn's standards at least), Mandela
and his thugs will be able to establish a communist tyranny
there, just like in Nigeria, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe,
by Michael D. Lynch
Class of 1993
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i Conn Fellows Program
J
Brings Students and

Hidden In Harris
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~ Faculty CloserTogether
plained. He expressedhis fear that
many students may have the impression that Conn Fellows are
assignedto dorms to lookover the

Sty~~':ue;~~:~~:~~~~H~:~~g~rmetCoffeeHa~
MOCHA: Mix3/4ofa mug of coffee with 1/40fa mug
milk and zap It. Stirin a spoonful of hot cocoa mix and top
with whipped cream (usually found hanging out with the
desserts). NOTE: My personal version of this recipe is mUCh
less elegant but infinitelY effective before pUlling an at,.

was a knock on the door. The dorms.
st~;~'~~~~u;:;~e
students, for
HouseSenatorstoodwithadesperOne of the dorm Conn FeIlldows, lecturesand discussions,or simply
ate look on his face. "Why aren't Chaplain Steve Schmidt, to me
'or casualconversationover pizza.
you in the living room having aboutlheprogram.lnthecourseo f .'
grinders with our dorm Conn Fel- our discussion I realized that I had The Fellows' role is to heightenthe
lows?" he asked. I began mum- madea mistakeby not takinga few intellectual activity of the dorm
bling something about a
outsideof the classroom,as wellas
major Biology exam and
interactwith the students socially.
having to study.He cut me The purpose of the Conn
"Many times faculty and stuoffbyadding,"Frecfood!" Fellows
program is to dents are like oil and water,"
The ideaof somethingother
Schmidtsaid. "Thepurpose of the
thanHarrisappealed tome. bring the college commuConn Fellows program is to bring
Jconsidercd going fora few nity together.'
the college community together,

nlghter. Just skip the milk and croom and dump infOurOl'five
spoonfuls of the hot cocoa mix. Trust me, yOu'll be singing
t th
b lut
stroigh
roue h th e ne xt th ree weeks w·th
I. a so ely no
sleep necessary.
ff
f
it
CREME DE MENTHE:Top 0 YOUr over .e -coffee With Q
SCOOp of mint chip or peppermint
stick fce cream and
enjoy!
CAPPUCINO:Mlx3/4mugofcoffeewlthl/4mugmllkand
zapthafsuckerintonuclearoblivlon.
Addalittlesugarand
top itwith Whipped cream. Finally, odd asprinkle of clnnaman found Inthe shakerne;qfOfhetbQster.
Amy proclaims
this version to be "the best!'
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Governors. Consequently, the
~
by Jeentler ScoU
Board is presently organizing a
The CollegeVoice
commiuee to promote interaction
~ -A-t-fi-:-,v-e-p.-m-.-o-n-'S=-II-n-:-da-y-th:-e-re
between the Fellows and their
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finish my studying.
-Chaplain Steve Schmidt
At the time, I had no idea
what Conn Fellows were.
The ConnecticutCollege
Fellows program officially began minutes on thatSunday evening to
inAprilofl 990. However.the pro- go to the living room and have a
gram did not go into fulloperation grinder with my dorm Conn Fe!until this fall. The program was lows.
pauerned after a similar one at
Although two or three faculty
Yale University. The Fellows members are assigned to each
program is designed and imple- dorm, Conn Fellows are not "inmentcd by the Board of House cognito parents," Schmidt ex-

~h~:t ~i~~~:.e ~~d;;o:~ec~~~
lake," said Chaplain Schmidt.
"This is especially true because of
the fact that this is the first year for
the program. The Fellows will respond to your invitations as a
dorm."
pro~~:.:c::,~et~~:;::~l;~oi~:;
dorm Fellows are, talk to your
house governor. Invite your Fel-

One cannot live onCPffeePl9nf;lj.SOOsornj:)dded
treat.
here is my favorite new cereal reylpe,dlscoy~ted
by occdent one lazy Sunday brunch~~lrst,finda
who only
likes the Captain CrUn<*'lCl.e•.yeIl9\1\!Q
hBerries
cereal. Next, pour abOwlofGrqn
k out at
ofthe CrunchBerries(i7~,rE¥l<;:ln
emes t
a haifa bowl ofCheerl9s,ontly
osweet
nonO<.lblandiotl~qesthetic
Repartfrqr;pthebottlefront
SJ:ltfh~Byr
mpnPock

lows to your dorm movie night.
Chancesare thatyou will find anew
friend.

er>ttiEl's~te
essionolKPan'tt
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bagel bin
KOSHER

625

BANK

Last year we made over 14,000 students
WallS~et1Ycoonsin the...

BAKERY
STREET

NEW LoNDON,

CT

(203) 44-BAGEL
NEW ENGLAND'S FINEST
BAGELS - 18 VARIETIES
100% NATURAL BAGELS,
BAGEL STICKS, FRESH BAKED
BREADS AND PASTERIES
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
I HF
SUB
MASTER CARD

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU ARE WORKING OR GOING TO CLASS
AND AT THE SAME TIME ESTABLISH YOUR
OWN CREDIT? * FOR A VERY LOW COSTNO CREDIT
CHECK & NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE A MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED, & MAKE MONEY AT THE
SAM'E TIME. * FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR WR ITE FOR DETAI LS.

I Collegiate ~
I
Investment Challe e"'.
November 1, 1990 to February 28, 1991

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experience. You're on the phone, calling your broker on a toll- free
AT&T800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
5100,000 worth of SARA LEE
and another $50,000 worth of
AT&T."You start with a fictitious
S500,000 brokerage account.
Cash SCh<llnhlp _.

1321 S.W. 16th Terr. #103
Cape Coral, Florida 33991
1-800-648-0682 or 1-813-772-4092

of 525,000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USA TODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the "MONEY"
section of USA TODAY.

Win I trip tor you Ind I guest compllmenll
elUte Holiday Inn Lucaya Beach Resort In
Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamaslnd ttle
Bahamas Ministry of Tourism.
Build your portfolio
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Joan of Arc Distribution, llU:.

schotarshipaward

Enter this year's competition
and you 'U become a Wall Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own $500,000 brokerage account. If you're the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you'll
be cashing a check for a very
- real 525,OOO!
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TheAT&T

~

Real Prizes

Over 1200,000 in total prizes
will be awardedf This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas, and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Champion USA. More than 1,000 winners in all. You can win a cash

..Co

The Bahanus
Ministry ofTourisnl

~

from over

5,000 stocks listed on the arc,
New York, and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and execute your orders. Monthly statements will keep you informed
of your fortunes.
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Enter and Win
The Third "Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Chal·
lenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
february 28, 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a $25,000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Registration deadline:
October 27, 1990.
Entryfee only.

$49.95

_.1 call1 SOu545~1990
TOdi!
33
Ext.
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Investment CIJaJIenQeis produced and managed by Wall Street Games, Inc.. 40 Grove Street. Wallesley, MA 02181.

CONNECTICUT VIEW
by Lauren Klatzkin
Connecticut View Editor

"I like Conn College and I enjoy the people
that come to help us at the mission," exclaimed Jackie Jackson, age II. Jackson is
one of 17 children from New London' s B.P.
Learned House who went apple picking in an
Old Lyme orchard Saturday afternoon. The
outing was sponsored and organized by ConnecticutCollege's Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL).
Nat Damon, '93, program director for
COOL, explains that the organization is "for
people who want to be involved in community service but who don't want to be tied
down by a structure." John Roesser, '92,
president of COOL, continued, "I don't
think enough people really know what
[COOL] is." Damon and Roesser explained
that COOL sponsors several community
service projects throughout the year. Memberscan become involved with as many or as
few events as they like. Membership in
COOL is not. an overwhelming time committmcnt. Weekly meetings are held only for
the executive board.
Damon added that "another thing unique
about it is ... it serves as a catalyst. If you do
a program you can follow through on your
own." As an example, he cited COOL's trip
to the Nutmeg Pavilion nursing home last
Christmas season. Each student volunteer
was matched with an "adopted" grandparent
for the day from among the home's residents. Many of the students chose to make
repeated visits to their "adopted" grandparents over the next semester.

This year, in addition to a return trip to the
Nutmeg Pavilion, COOL has planned several events with mentally handicapped
adults in the area and the children ofthe B.P.
Learned House.
Akin Russell, Jr., a counselor at the B.P.
Learned House, accompanied the children
to Saturday's event. He explained that the
House, which the children refer to as "the
mission:' is a non-profit organization
founded in 1848. B.P. Learned House, located at 40 Shore Street, sponsors various
programs for children between the ages of
four and fifteen, including an after-school
program, teen pregnancy workshops for

Highrise Housing is Home For
Many New London Families
by Randal L....
TbeC ..... Voke

It is easy to look at Winthrop
Highrise low income housing in
New London and not see the
people
livethere, EasyIO_

Troadec explained,
Troadec points out that
trouble at Winthrop does not come
from us residents but from outsiders - the bomeless a1coh?lic who

me

urinates in the ball. the prosti-

w,hof\f;es~pclu.:..~

capetQUle. .. .. esc

prinlS.Onewoman had anarrangmentofChinese fans on the walls.
These apanments were obviously
homes.
llecause she was befriended by
many residents, 'troadec knows
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vanlaglloftheb.IVIrenJoeJc:Jes,sfrorlt
dmaIes luis lived in W"mthtop
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with ber busband.
jng her cl\ildren as
Reverend santoS
they play outside,
Canales, for althe minister who
most four years
comes home from
and bas worked at
church at night,
the college for
fights
his way.~
three. They have
through drug deal. ~
four children. the
ers to enter his'
oldest of whom
building and
just
graduated
prostitutes serving ~
from. Mi tchell
clients
on the'll
College and is atstairs.
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tending Eastern
For many resi.;ll
Connecticut State
dents, living in'"
University on a
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scholarship.
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only chance foradecentlife. Most
are mothers raising large families
alone. ApartmenlS with four or
five bedrooms are hard to find
anywhere else in New London,
and impossible to find at rents
many can afford. Winthrop is their
only option.
Winthrop was built in 1967.
created with a "wrecking ball"
mentality, said Anais Troadec,
directoroftheofficeofvolunleers
at Connecticut College. As part of
an urban renewal plan, New London tore down the neighborhoods
where low income residents lived
andbuiltWinthrop. Thecity'sofficials located the new low-income housing under the twin
bridges on an isolated patch of
land good for nothing to them except the storage of the poor.
The seven hundred residents
live literally on top of each other.
They are divided into three separate staeksofninetloorseach.
The
highrise design allowed the proj.
eel 10 be built on very little land,

.

doors and the isolation of the buildings. Since the project isowned by
the department of Housing and
Urban Development, the city COIlsiders it private property and will
not maintain constant police patrois. At night the residents are on
their own.
Troadec, who first became involved with the complex in 1985
during the Great Hunger Clean Up,
wants the residents to be undersiood as individuals who are trying
to have a decent life, who have
homes and families, and not as
stereotypical victims of urban
blight.
"The buildings were not always
this bad," sbesaid. Long-termresidenrs have happy memories of the
buildings before theadvent of crack
dealing and abuse.
The apartments visited IastFri·
day afternoon were clean and well
kept, filled with photographs of
children and grandchildren. They
had televsions, couches, family
00
entOs, fishtanks, and framed

Canales said that she is
"forced"to live in W"mthrop, since
her family cannot afford to live
anywhere else. She is worried
about her eleven-year-old SOIl.
She said that it is impossible to
keep him in the house. She is concernedabout whatbe is leaming in
the hallways and parking lois of
the project.
"The environment has affected
my family," Canales concluded.
From their window. the Canales
family can see the nightly drug
deals. In Puerto Rico. Reverend
Canales said, "My daughters
didn'lknowwhataprostitutewas.
they -didn't know what drugs
were:' Now Reverend and Mrs.
Canales see that kind of knowledge growing in their children
every day. Outside the Canales'
ninth floor apartment, the wind
whistles steadily through the stairways, l1lewindowlessdoors-ofthe
building affording no protection
against it. It has the sound of a
steady low moan .
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~Environmentalists Sound Concern
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panel members what each felt to be theSound's.~

by Susan Feuer
The Coll ....e
~=___Voke
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Last Wednesday night, Students Against Violence to the EnviU ronmcnt (SAVE) and the Connecticut Sea Grant Program held an
~ open forum discussion on the Long Island Sound in Dana Hall. It
was pan of a three day conference, from October I through 3,
which explored the future of the Sound.
Randall Lucas, '91, a member of SAVE, introduced the fivemcm ber panel, calling it "an embarrassment of wealth." The panel
members included Terry Baker, an activist and third generation
fisherman; William Wise, the director of the marine research center at the State University of New York; Dan Danilla, a scientist
with Northeast Utilities; Barbara Welsh, of the University of Connecucut's Marine Sciences Department and Ron Whitely, president of the Thames River Watershcd Association.
Lucas, who moderated the discussion,
began by asking the

most pressing problem.
The members agree thai there many problems
exist and it is hard topinpoinloneasmostimportant, Baker felt that one of the biggest problems
is "the lack of concern from the public." Danilla
added, "It's a question of how much people are
willing to sacrifice and give up, and if they are
willing to make their concerns known totheirpo-

Iitical leaders."

.
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and garbage clog area beaches

Pollution

Welsch answered the question more specifically. She feels, "We need to move to a new understanding of
hypoxia [low oxygen]. We need to study the effects of hypoxia on specific animals."
During any discussion about the Long Island Sound, the
topic of pollution inevitably arises. The panel quickly addressed this issue. Whitely feels, "We're putting too much
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It.C. Houston. t». FII~' '" I WGS working 2
jobs (ifndjust btlrr/y g~l/ing by. I began using
)'Our progl'llm .1montlu qgo and I now molee
more money in J month thon J did all last
year. Thank·you so much for your easy to
operate program.

[ NO INVESTMENT

NECESSARY

I started my proaram for under 51S.OO and
you can do tht same. It's as valia now as it
was 2 years 810, In fact, with the trend of the
Nation's economy today. my program is even
more of a success.

START FROM THE PRJV ACY
OF YOUR OWN HOME
I put my .. Dtluu
-Money-Making
Proaram" into operation from my apartment
2 years 810, while workina a full time job.
Last year I deposited over S62S,<m.OO into
my checkina lICCount. My accountant in Nt'w
York has my financial statement in his office
to prove it. I now own my own home in the
most orestiaious oan of town.

M.L. Strrlin,. Va.Fil~ '125 I have neyer seen
a program so easy to operate as yours.
/kNew mr I haw sent for numerous so cafled
get rjeh schemes. None of them worked and
they just cost me money. I started your
program for less than SIO.OO and I now earn
over S14.()()().00 per month. Thank-you so
much.

c.c.

Albany, NY Filr ']73 Thank you ver)'
much for allowing me the opportunity to
porticipare in )'Our "Deluxe Money·Making
Program ... It has changed my entire life. I
deposited J/8.500.00 in my checking account
last month.

I was skeplical when
/ thought ir WQS
one of those get rich quick schemes 10 con
people. 1 figured "what lhe heck. either I
mokr the money you say or I get my money
back pius J50.00. Well was I wrong." To
think. I almost J)QSSfti (his opportunity up. 1
now t!Qrn morr money in one month than I
madt all last year. Thank you Ron.
T.J. Sluart. F1 File IJ/8

1 heard about your program.

I

DON'T

TAKE

MY WORD

FOR IT

Perhaps you have sent for some worthless
gC't rich schemes in the past. So many ads
pro~iSC' you everything, but in realily you gC't
nothing. I guarantee you succ'ss or I will pay
you s50.oo ror JIISI tryt ... ...,. proaraM. You
can't lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted
author and publisher on home opporlunities,
has to sa~, about my "Deluxe Money-Making
Program ...

I

THE 550.00 CHALLENGE

1 am about to offer what no one else can!
Order my Secret Money-Making
System
Today and jf you are not making at least
130.000.00 following my system, send it back
for a full refund. PLUS. I will send you an
additional
550.00 simply for trying my
program. You han nOlhlnl 10 10M' and
nerylhiD,
to Itain. Either
you make
530,000.00 or I pay you 550.00 for just trying
my program. Supplies are limited. I wiH
honor orders only until my supply has run
out. tr I receive your order after I have run
out of manuals I will simply return your
order with my Regrets. You Must Order
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret
Money-Making Program.

last moetb she made over 532.000.00.

You could be next! Last month I made
533.253.75 just by working 12 hours ~r
week. This month I ('",peet 10 earn over
S35.000.OO and take a 3 week vacation in
Hawaii. This program has never been offered
before and I wHi not offer it again. You
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity.
nil mol.llon.". money-making method is
in demand everywhere. yet few people even
know it exists. Within 30 days you can bt
enjoying 530.000.00 a month, e~fl'Y month.
Oon't En¥)' me Join me!
Imagine, never again having to \!rorry
about
your financial
status.
Imagine
purchasing that special home for your family
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this
and much more are now possible for you to
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe
Program.
When you order my Deluxe
Program today, t will offer you FREE.
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included
in my manual is my unpublished phone
numbeT for your personal use. Call anytime
and I will be happy to help you with any
questions.
No. thb hal 1tO~lnl 10 do with Rnl
EII.te, pI.yl"lllw
Loiter)' or G.mblln •. It is
PERFECfl Y LEGAL and does nol require
• special taImt or long hours. II's very
unusual and uniquely designed for each
person lhat u~ ii. Th:rc;S r.~"f~:::!::f::::e"
sellinl or large inveslment required. It's a
"Money Making Program" that has a proven
record and it is extremely profitable.

TAKE

I

WHY ONLY

518.00

DOLLARS?

an thin

PROGRAM

I

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

TRAVEL FREE!!
QUALITY
VACATIONS
TO
EXOTIC DESTINATIONS.
AFFORDABLE
SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES
TO JAMAICA

POC Corporation
C::'::r.:~ !:d.
Ntw Hi:r1rord, NY 130tlJ
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$1000~~L
Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

If coupon is missing write your name and
address on a piece of paper along with S18.oo
plus $2.00 shipping and handling and send to:

POC Cor,tonfloll
Rd.
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FAST FUNDRAISING

Obviou~IY, Icould earn much more money
by offenng
my deluxe money-making
program at a much higher price. But I am not
interested in immediate short term profits. I
honestly wanl to help and show a select few
people this outstanding
opportunity.
The
peep.le who most need this Deluxe Money.
MaklRg Program, could not afford it if it was
too expensive. I have priced it so that anyone
who has any serious interest in becoming a
financial success can have the chance. It's all
up to you! In fact, I will,pay you SSO.oo just
to try my Deluxe Money-Making Program.
You. deserve more for yourself and your
famIly. ORDER today. your satisfaction is
guaranleed.
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stuff into the Sound that shouldn't be there. "He added
"Pollution is socially acceptable, and we have to make
basic changes in what's socially acceptable before it
will stop being acceptable." The members explain that
citizens are putting more pollutants into the Sound
instead of eliminating them.
'
Wise addressed the elimination of pollution and the
cleaning of the Soun. He feels citizens must ask themsel ves, "What kind of Long Island Sound do we want?"
in order 10 figure out what has to be done to help the
Sound. He added, "We might as well shoot for the lOp
when we answer this question."
The issue of money came under discussion, but
Baker felt "by giving a price of how much it will cost
to clean up the Sound, we're putting a price tag on
something that is priceless,"
Whitely added, "We
should not ask what the cost is to clean up the Sound,
but what the cost is to not clean up the Sound,"
The panel then addressed the situation of the Thames
River. Whitely commented,
"At the very least, the
Thames is a troubled river. The Thames is an estuary of
the Sound, and is a microcosm of the Sound. IIhas the
same problems as the Sound, and it contributes problems of its own to the Sound,"
The panel members stressed the importance of the
public in cleaning up the Sound. Welsh said, "It's the
will of the people. The constituency
has to move the
politicians to act." Danilla added, ''The vast majority of
people want to clean up the Sound, but won't do
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Dear Ron.
I'd be ~azy not 10 Iry your system.
I
understand If I don't sIan makina $30 000
- monlh I can re-turn your Manual fo~ a ~
rt'fund plus an addilional SSO.OO for JUSI trying
you.t Ddu~e Money-Makin. SY\lem. On thaI
baSIS hn-e- 1.\ my 118.00

Name"Ron. )'ou off" a" outstandinl
oppor~
lunil)'. I don 'I IIndn'Slond M'hy )'OU don't
cluJ,., ""'" lhan J/8.00 bull do u"drrslond
Mlhj' )IOfI olf" S5tJ.OO 10 anj'OM "'ho trln
}'our profl'tlm.
Simply, il M'Orb as )'OU
dncrllw. I MIhok hrortedl)' nromnwnd j'Our
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SOAR Conference ~
Inspires Participants
Ftfty-one students, faculty and
stafffrom Connecticut College participated in the SOAR Conference
held at Brown University over the
weekend. The delegation was the
largest student group representing
anyoflhetwenty-ninemembercolleges including Brown Unversity.
SOAR, the Society Organized
~~
AgainSl Racism, was founded in
1982 with an initial membership of
]
ten colleges. In that time its membership has lripled and continues
IOgrow. The society isdedicatedlO
social, economic and educational
~ity
for all races and ethnic
groups
and
works to raise the c0nMSSC meets with trustees at the Student-Trustee Liaison Committee Meeting
sciousness of individuals wilhin
higher education institutions.
The purpose of the conference
color. Charts also showed that there tant to the chair of MSSC, dis- was 10share experiences and probby Sarah HunUey
lentswilh the other SOAR chapters
is one diversity class out of 59 cussed the impact a diversecurricuNews Editor
English courses offered, seven out lum could have on admission and ill New England and 10 help each
chapter realize that they are not
Members of the Minority Stu- of 57 government offerings and one retention.
Jackie Soteropoulos, '92, MSSC atone in the light against J1lCism.
dent Steering Committee (MSSC) out of 39 dance classes.
Colleen Shanley, '93, vice presimember, told the trustees thai the
It did become clear, however,
outlined its concerns aboutcurricuof the Connectieut College
Development
Office
needs
their
lum diversity to the trustees at the that literature courses catalogued
AR
~,sald. "'Wbatconapproval
before
grant
opportunities
under other departments, such as
Student-Trustee Liaison Commitecet\CC$1lke
thisdo ... Is make WI
for
a
more
diverse
curriculum
could
Asian Studies, were not included in
tee Meeting.
be
investigated.
that
~
Presenting charts and basic ex- this study.
~
Also
discussed
was
the
students'
Some
of
the
trustees
suggested
planations about plans for future
study, Cristo Garcia, '92, MSSC· that MSSC not include science and commitment to anti-apartheid edumember and chair of the Future and mathematics courses in their aims, cation. Sabrina Durand, '92, chair
of MSSC, explained thatacommilbecause the opportunity fordiversiExisting Curriculum subcommitlee
has been established with stufying
these
seemed
less
defined.
tee, told the trustees that a more
'.'llIei
dent representatives working in
Garcia
disagreed,
stressing
the
diverse curriculum would attract
<;jpatll$liStened
to ll. cIeblIre on
conjunction
with
the
Affirmative
more students and faculty, prepare importance of having faculty of
ivility
\'5. Free Speed!.' MariAction
Office
to
plan
fume
educastudents for the global future, allow color in all departments.
eIenlIHincape, '9I,apane! member
Warren Wells, '92, member of tional events.
the college to compete with its
fr<lDl Northeastern University in
MSSC
plans
to
address
one
trusMSSC, gave statistical evidence
peers and raise campus awareness.
Boston,
expressed her hope that
tee's
question
concerning
specific
He said, "The school must com- concerning the number of faculty
individuals can be proud of their
goals
and
present
more
detailed
remembers
of
color
on
campus
and
mit itself to the expansion of the
own groups withoutdegraditlIl 0Ihurged the trustees to consider the search results in future meetings.
curriculum."
Graphs illustrated lhat 142 out of need for more specialized profesthe 915 courses offered at lhe col- sors.
Ratiya Ruangsuwana, '93, assislege address issues of people of
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MSSC Presents Curriculum Concerns

l

ers because "lIOlhing is 10be gained
by cut-OOwns. "
Conference pari1icipan1S were
given a choice of aueoding two OIIt
of fourteen worksbops, faciIiIall:d
by various faculty members from
SOAR institutions.
Althoogb student leaders who
are aaempting 10 diversify the
Connecticut
College campus
underslaIIdably encounter frusuation at times, this conference
showed that an schools face the
same obstacles •
In a discussioo group, a Harvard
studeatstated that Harvard is
endy looking for a new president
and that the application pool c0nsists of while males and IWO white
females. She said that the African-.
American Sbldies deparunent has
only two tenured professors, neither. of whom are Afrlean-Ameri

t

g.
~
::
~
<:>

~
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"

can.
Andre Lee, '93, SAC coordinator for SOAR, said, "I have a whole
newOUllookonlifeagain. r_llO~
tbe conference last yw and came
bac1t wldl brand new idelI8
how to deal widl1Jlillgs. •
JacklO~,
'93,
dent of the .co.llI/Cli:ili Qf!~\
SOAR

yevem.
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SGA Outlines Issues
the issues document presented to the trustees,
SGA also stated lhat, "It is important ... lhat
all members of lhe community read, understand, and support the diversity statemenL"
The Student Government Association
After speaking about the college's Five
Executive Board met with members of lhe
Year
Strategic Plan, Maggiore addressed the
Student-Trustee Liaison Committee on Friday to inform them of issues of concern for college's need blind admissions policy, quoting the issues document which states, "The
the upcoming year.
John Maggiore, '91, president of SGA, need-blind admissions policy is essential to
was lhe fIrst to speak,explaining the purpose the college's commitment to a diverse student
of the SGA Executive Board's College Is- body and to its commitment 10accessibility
sues Project, which was designed 10outline to all qualified potential students."
In response to Maggiore, Richard Schthe concerns of the college community needneller,
vice chairman of lhe Board of Trusing leadership attention for lhe current acatees, said, "We need 10 look aI the cost," of
demicyear.
need blind admission and while this, "doesn't
Reviewing the issue of cost containment,
Maggiore pointed out thatlhere was a "3.9 mean lhat the [policy 1 will be changed," it is
percent increase in the student services something thai warrants further discussion.
Schneller also said that he estimates that
budge~ which was below inflation, and esneed-blind
admission is costing the college
sentially a cuL" This cut in student services
one
and
one-half
the current admission price
did not help the problem of money allocation
per year per studen~ and he questions
10 campus clubs and organizations which
whether the college can continue 10 afford
feel pressured by budget contraints.
Maggiore then went on to address the di- such a price.
Next to speak was Amy Mass, '92, chair
versity issue, stating, "One of our main
of
SAC,
who stated the Student Activies
goals is to make sure that student leaders
Council's
commitment to quality student
know what already exists," referring 10 the
events
as
well
as support for the renovation of
Connecticut College Diversity Statement,
lhe
College
Cente!,
urging it to "remain a lOp
which was passed in 1988. As contained in
by Chris McDaniel
Associate News Editor

~~~~~~,---;;~~~~~~~~~~:""'::~=-:.:J
Delegations check into the SOAR conference at Brown University

priority of the college and to continue 10
develop aI a rapid pace."
Mass cited the recent crackdown on nre
code violations as one reason for getting the
renovation underway because the new center would provide an indoor space for allcampus events.
Following Mass, Michael Sandner, '91,

vice-president of SGA, spoke about lhe current need for an increase in the student-activities fund as well as the possibility of
adding dorm budgets to lhis fund. Citing the
need to "strenglhen lhe position of House
Governor," Sandner stated that adding dorm
budgets 10the student activities fund would
allow the House Governers 10 spend less
time trying 10 collect dorm dues and more

time planning dorm events.
Sandner also addressed the Umbrella
Plan Proposal" which would provide an
opportunity for reslricted giving that is
currently not explored or publicized."
.Reg Edmonds, '92, chair of academic affairs, outlined current efforts of the Board
of Academic Chairs.
Tom Neff, '91, chair of J-Board, lauded
the Honor Code and stressed the importance of raising student awareness of their
responsibilities under the code.
Jenn Freeman, '93, public relations director, explained her goals of increasing
anendance at SGA meetings and improvingpress release communication with offcampus and on-campus publications.
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~ Resignation Draws Strong
f
Reaction and Criticism

~

[in a] what can you do about ~s
[manner], in my mind, was forgivable, though admittedly, a breac~ o,~
the agreement that she took pan~.
He also said that he saw a portion
of the SAC budget. although
Taraska has denied consciously
showing it to him. Maggiore said,
"I did not see it in the sense that I
had it and was going over it."
While Maggiore said that he had
met with some members of organizations to discuss the budget, he
said thatat no time did he attempt to
lobby senators or interfere in
budget decisions. Maggiore said
that he informed Sandner of aU
discussions. Sandner confirmed
this statement.
Maggiore said, "The number of
Assembly members that I talked to
was about half a dozen and the
context in which was certainly not
one that I was trying to, whether the
effect was different, I was certainly
not trying to come down and say
'vote this way or else.' In fact, I
would say that if anybody that I
talked to would say that was the
effect, it would surprise me to no

with it. If Julie had a problem with
oplionofresignation with Michael this, she did not voice it.
"Julie's actions are not to be conSandner, '91, vice president of
SGA, before the budget was pre- gratulated. In my opinion, what she
sented to SGA; however, she de- did as far asconf1dentiality is as bad
-cided to remain on the committee as breaking J-Board confidentialbecause she believed il would be a ity. She violated a basic trust that
more effeetive way of amending existed among all Finance Committee members.".
the budget process.
There has been some discussion
Vincent Candclora, '92, member of the Finance Committee, concerning whether Maggiore used
acknowledged that ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.~ C~fr_p·J

~
"
~
~
~

some

commince

'Julie [Taraska's] actions are

\

members also believe
changes could be notto be congratulated •.. She
made to the process,
violated a basic trust that exbut said, ''There is a
division. There is the istedamongallFinanceComoverall philosophy of mittee members. '
the process and then
you have to look at the
• Jackie Soteropoulos, '92,
ongoing process . . .
Finance Committee member
and although she
didn't agree with the
overall process, we were propos- this information to inappropriately
affect the process, although no Fiing a budget this year. "
nance
Committee members have
Candelora
also discussed
Taraska's absence from the meet- actually accused the president of
ing with organizatons carlierin the doing so.
Said Soteropoulos, "Although I
proceedings. "That was one voice
A Service of Remembrance will be held for
taken away from the Finance do not know it as a fact. I have end."
One.
occasion
during
which
heard
from
numerous
reliable
Susan Kuster, '93, who was killed in a plane
CommiueewhocouldhavearticuMaggiorediscussed the budget was
IaIed the committee's decisions sources that John \)eld meetings
crash last week, on Wednesday at 10 p.m, in
with certain people and lobbied with Tod Preston, '91, house senaand ralionale," he said.
Harkness Chapel. Organizers have asked
lae1tieSoteropoulos, '92, house some senators to vote against the tor of Burdick, Mary Beth Holman,
'91, president of the Senior Class,
senatorofBJackstone and Finance budget. I -think this is in direct
that no one wear black.
Committee member, echoed this contradiction to his philosophy of and Huao Hwang, '91, editor of
World View.
opinion. "Because no one is given impartiality. "
"If
the
rumors
are
true
...
then
Preston said that he invited president, saying, "I don't believe Taraska to resign.
access to the budget requests dur"The Finance Committee felt
he
is
not
being
impartial,
but
in
fact
Maggiore
to the meeting to hear that John did [use the information
ing the process, it is up to Finance
that
because of Julie's sort of abaninappropriately];
I
don't
believe
unaccountable
for
his
actions
as
concerns
about
the
budget
and
alloCommittee members alone to
donment
of the committee at the
cations. He said, "John was basi- that there is anyone on the commitpresent our raationale. Whether SGA president." she added.
last
meeting
the previous week that
tee
who
really
believes
or
knows
Maggiore acknowledged that cally a listener."
she agreed with the entire budget,
her
role
was
diminished and they
that
he
did;
and
I
believe
John
when
Taraska spoke with him. "Julie at
"Rumors, stories and allegations
as an elected member of the Fifound
themselves
not listening to
he
says
that
he
didn't."
nance Committee, it was her re- that time revealed to me, as a that John has in any way breached
her
opinions
or
suggestions
in the
Sandner
said
that
he
received
sponsibility to appear and give the friend, some information that she confidentiality or in any way done
same
light
that
they
previously
phone
calls
expressing
the
opinprobably
shouldn't
have,"
he
said.
anything
illegal
are
pure
rubbish,"
rationale.
ions of six committee members did," said Sandner.
"We felt it was important that "That she was coming to me more said Preston.
who believed it would be best for'
to
vent
her
frustrations
and
less
of
Neff
also
supported
the
SGA
we could reach a consensus among
committee members that we all
supported the budget as a whole;
however, at no point was anyone
told to tow the party line."
While Soteropoulos respects
Taraska's concerns about the
ety of campus activities were not represented.
The board members wasted no time this
by Jon Alegrantl
budget. she said, "The whole idea
The strong dissatisfaction prompted Claire year in preparing themselves for this underTIle College Voke
behind the budget is compromise
Gaudiani, '66, president of the college, and Robert taking. Andy Bonano, '91, Alice Coleman,
.. .it is the committee's job to hamThe task of organizing another yearbook is Hampton, dean of the college, to spearhead the '91, Nancy Mitzner, '91, and advisor Mark
mer out the best possible budget
currently under way. However, riding the effort to put together a new yearbook with a deliv- Hoffman, coordinator of student activities,
and to accomodate all the clubs in
wake of last year's fiasco, this year's book ery date set for early fall of tliis year.. Because of attended a design fair in Natick, Massachuthe best possible way."
promises to be an altogether different publi- the later deadline, the revised issue includes, for setts, where they "learned skills in layout.art,
Upset with Taraska's unexcation.
the first time, events such as commencement and computer aids, and selling ads, among other
pected decision, Neff said, "If she
The 1990 yearbook became the subject of Earth Day 1990.
things," said the staff members. The fair was
bad been so dissatisfied with the
much controversy and dissatisfaction upon
In a determined effort to avoid such problems, sponsored by Josrens, the compamy which
process and with the Finance
distribution last year. Both students and this year's new staff is taking a fresh approach. prints the Koine.
Committee's rationale for our
trustees raised complaints of racial insensi- Beginning with a well-publicized meeting last
Other board members are Ariel Apte, '91,
various allocations, she had plenty
tivity, factual inaccuracy and a lack of equal- Monday night, theeditorial board members adver- and Betsy Grenier, '91.
of time to make it known to us that
ity in senior representation in the compila- tised for a staff of nine department editors.
The board also decided to adopt the late
she was thinking about resigning
tion of a new yearbook over the summer.
This is an increase from the-previous number summer distribUtion date which is already
or that she had such extensive
Thecause of the most vigorous protest was and will reflect the added copy to the yearbook in- used by some schools, including Wesleyan,
. problemsthatshccouldn't support
a photo of six white students in blackface cluding an Arts and Entertainment and a Cultural so that spring activities and events can be inthe budget at all."
wearing dredlock wigs. Many students: section. According to members of the board, this cluded. This final section will be put together
The issue of Taraska' s discusangered by this photo, returned or refused organized distribution of responsibility should entirely by underclassmen "to train next
sion with Maggiore, whi Ie of secdelivery of their yearbooks.
help to increase a diversity of perspective.
year's staff."
ond importance to many of the
Inequitable photo coverage consisting of a
Steps to change the yearbook from a predomiFinally, a $1,000 increase in funds recommittee
members,
has
small group of seniors, factual inaccuracy nantly senior representation are also being taken. quested to the Finance Committee, suppleprompted queries concerning the
including misspeUed names, incorrect ma- The board has committed four pages to each of the mented by proceeds from a planned sale of
scope of the breach in confidentijors and erroneous, as well as incomplete, other classes. They are also encouraging under- old yearbooks, will put the total net account
ality and Maggiore's involvement
coverage of faculty departments were also classmen to take "concrete positions as editors" to at over $8,500.
.
in the process.
cited as reasons for discontent. A large ensure their involvement. This has the added
General staff meetings will be held every
Soteropoulos said, "When [conproportion of photos showing partying or advantage of molding experienced, competent other week, while sections meet every week.
fldentialty J was discussed at the
drinking raised concerns that the wide vari- staff members for future editions.
flfSl meeting, no one took issue

Koine Editors Plan New Approach
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According to Thomas Neff, '91, chair of to worry about priority with other swdents, <:>
Judiciary Board and member of the Finance but they were not banned."
Committee,
and later confirmed
by
In terms of Haggett's involvement in the ~
Khoshrovian, Blau was not in fact ever situation, "The Neff Lab and ... also the ~
banned from the computer facilities.
Winthrop Computer Annex have always ~
Neff approached Lyon-Blomstedt on Fri- been and will continue to be available to ~
day to question the banning.
Blais, and this was made known to Matt ~
He said, "I distrusted Melkon from the very Haggeu when he spoke to Mary Cortes, ac- ~
beginrting when he stated that they had been cording to Mary Cortes," said Neff.
'0
banned from the computer center. I thought
He also said, "It is my understanding after
maybe he hadjustmisinterpreted some things speaking with Mary Cortes, that ... Mary
that Cindy or Mary Cortes [academic support Cortes had let him [Haggett] know that the
specialist] had to say about Blats magazine lab thatBlatscould not use was the Ceil Lab
and their use of the computer facilities on in Cummings."
campus."
According to Makofske, "The Ceil Lab.
a possible three year loan to Blais to pay for
"Cindy said that at no point was Blats ever the Sloan Lab and Arbo Lab are for ... stuthe computer, more money to World View,
bannedfromthecomputer center-ever, Mary dents to use with faculty with specific acamoney taken from allocations to Wave
Cortes verifed that," said Neff, adding, "I just demic disciplines."
Magazine and In Politics, cutting money think that it is a fundamental lie that Melkon
Haggett said that he never spoke with
from SAC and dividing it among the diversity
was telling to the Finance Committee and to Cortes about the banning, and said, 'When
clubs, and an increase in WCN!'s funding.
the Assembly .. :'
we wrote the flrst leuerto the Assembly ...
The Finance Committee also released reCortes declined comment, but told Voice we were operating under the impression that
vised explanations for some of the alloca- reporters to contact Tom Makofske, director we were banned."
tions. They mentioned La Unidad's payment
of computing facilities.
Makofske said,
He acknowledged that there was a lack of
of $500 to the Bloom Fund, a fund admini- "There is no reason at all [that Blats should communication
between himself and
stered through Robert Hampton, dean of the believe they are banned]. In fact, we would Khoshrovian.
college, to address minority issues on cam- encourage it [Blats' use of the center]:'
Another policy which could make Bkus'
pus. "This was an inappropriate use of stuWhen confronted, Khoshrovian admitted usage limited is that lab monitors cannot be
dent organization funds," according to Mi- that members of Blats staff were never told paid for work beyond the computer center's
chael Sandner, '91, vice president of SGA outright that they were banned from thefacili- closing time, A monitor must be present in
and chair of the Finance Committee, because
ties.
order for the lab to remain open.
the club did not list the payment on last year's
He did acknowledge, however, that L yonSaid Neff, "Even if Blass couldn't fmd
budget request For this reason, the club did Blomstedt had told Blais that they and other someone to do it [monitor the lab] for free,
not receive the additional funding requested
publications were placed fourth on a list of' they could have paid them with their own
by the Assembly last week.
priorities concerning usage of the computers. budget, and I think it is quite c\ear that they
The money available through the club
Academic work by faculty and students is weren't willing to look into the options of
improvement fund was announced and set at given higher priority.
continuing use of computing services,"
$6,993,22. Although Assembly members
Khoshrovian said, "That [Misconstruing
In terms of the effect this informationcoold
disagreed as to whether this should be dethe facts] was a major mistake on my part, but have on Blats' aI/acarion, Michael Sandner.
creased or kept the same, a majority believed
it was based on the viewpoint that r had as a '91, vice president of SGA and chair of the
it was a good amount to deal with emergenproduction person being bumped to foufth Finance Committee, said, "The aI/ocation
cies throughout the year.
position, just before game players, I thought that they have right now would not change,
This represents the first time in Sandner's
to myself atthe time that that's no different The only thing that could change would be
memory that the budget has been defeated by from being banned."
the computer allotment"
the Assembly twice,
Neff said. "It's true that students with acaThe Finance Committee had suggested
After the vote, Joseph Tolliver, dean of demic work have priority over them for a that Blats approach the newly-established
Student Life, reminded the Assembly that cornputer,butitwasCindy'sfeelingthatthere
Publications Board about their need for a
they are elected officials and their duty is to would always be enough computers for B lats computer.
allocate the student's money as soon as pos- to use, with the exception of midterms and
Khoshrovian will apologize to the Assernsible. Describing recent proceedings as a finals time."
bly and Finance Committee members at
"ping-pong game; he urged the SGA memHe acknowledged, "It is an inconvenience,
Thursday's Assembly meeting and is considbers to serve the student bod~y~,
o~f~c:so~u~rse~,
I~u!!!n~d~e~rs~ta~n~d~th~a~~:.C~~o~r~th~e~m~t~o~h~a~ve=-.::e~ri~ng~res~ig~n:::in::!ge:f::ro~m::.::B::la:::ts:..:
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SGA Sends Budget
Back' for a Second Time
by Jon Flnnlmore
Associate News Editor

Dissatisfied with the Finance Committee's
single change, the Student Government Association Assembly once again voted down
the budget proposal by a vote of 11-16-2.
After being defeated last week, the proposed budget was sent back to the Finance
Committee with recommendations from the
Assembly, This week, many members ellpressed what they felt was a lack of attention
to these requests by the committee.
Sean Spicer, '93, house senator of Wright,
said, "We made specific recommendations,
and 1don't see any actual changes made. The
budget should be set back to the Finance
Committee to address our recommendations."
Julie Taraska, '92, house senator of Park,
mentioned the smaller attendance of club
representatives, "Granted, there-aren't 100
people here tonight, maybe they didn't feel
they had to come," she said.
The only change in this week's proposal
was the allocation of $2,500 to World View,
an increase from the $360 originally proposed. The magazine received the bulk of the
attention at last week's Assembly meeting
because many people, both Assembly members and students-at-Iarge, expressed concern that there was inconsistant allotment of
money among publications,
.The increased allocation would reduce
funds from the Student Organization office's
allotment
After the proposal failed, the Assembly
made more specific recommendations to the
committee, The requests included providing
B lats the funds to purchase its own computer,

The Assembly
will
meet next Thursday in
Ernst at 6:45 p.m,

Committee Denounces
Unclaimed Fund Payments
by Jon Flnnlmore
AssocIate N.... Editor

The deposit of$500 last year by La
Unidad into The Bloom Fund caused
a stir at this week's SGA Assembly
meeting.
In the Finance Committee's revised rationale, Michael Sandner.
'91, vice president of Student GovernmentAssociationand the Finance
Committee chair, described the investrnentas "an inappropriate use of

student organization funds."
Apparently, LaUnidad had not
requested money 10be used in this
manner on their budget request
form last year, which violated Finance Committee policy.
Sandner said, "What they did
was wrong, but I don't know if
they meant it to be:'
Marilyn Pacheco, '93, president of La Unidad, said she did
not know that the investment was
improper.
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"We are going to give World View twenty issues and a
Carribean vacalion and wipe SAC off the face of the earth."
_An anonymous Finance Committee member
"It's a good thing we're OUI of Jewish holidays - now we're going 10
run oui of school junctions 100.'
- Dan Seligson, '93
"I've sun better passes aI a Thursday Night Event!"
• Craig Meeker, '92. watehing the Whalers-Rangers game

"In the past, La Unidad had lots
of deficits, and borrowed money
fromit [the Bloom Fund]. This was
only a pay-back; said Pacheco,
Because she was the president as
a freshman, she "knew nothing of
the past or of the budget, ..she said.
"Theexecutive board was all freshmen, and [the previous president
and board] did not tell me anything:'
According to Mark Hoffman,
coordinator of Student Activities,
the Bloom Fund was established by
a trustee 01the college a number of
years ago in order "to address issues of minority students on campus, It was not just for minority
clubs, but for all cases involving
minority students." The fund is
administered through the office of
Robert Hampton, dean of the col- _
lege,
Despite the mistake, many senators expressed support for La
Unidadat this week's SGA Assembly meeting by recommending !hal
the club be allocated more money.
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With the heat of freshman elass
elections to executive positions
over, the newly elected leaders are
prepared to make their mark on the
Connecticut College community.
The election process held last
week involved public speeches on
Tuesday night in Oliva Hall. Voting was held in the post office on
Thursday and Friday, and results
were announced Friday evening.
This year'selass president, Sarah
Sutro, beat five other candidates for
president with 75 votes. She is
looking forward to accepting her
new role on the Class Executive
Board. "Hard work and discipline
payoff," said SUlrO,who hopes to
use this attitude 10 create unity
among freshmen and to make the
class active in college events,
Working hand in hand with SUlrO
will be Neil Maniar, vice president,
who believes thai it is important to
"lake an active part in social and

academic affairs.

to

forced him to miss the announce-

ment of his victory Friday night
The Freshman Class will be represented on the Judiciary Board by
Pilar Somma and Simeon Tsalicoglou. Both are committed to
upholding the Honor Code and
maintaining an open mind while
listening to students.

Irate K.B.
Residents
Cite SubStandard
Living
p. 1

tenence problems that are a potential heal th risk are not addressed on
a specific priority basis," said Mary
Beth Holman, '9/, senior class
president, who had been living in
K.B. basement during the leak.
Enraged by the lack of attention
that was being given to the problem
after having gone through proper
channels, many of the students living in K.B. basement either called
the office of student life or had their
parents call. Also, Holman contacted the officeof Claire Gaudiani,
'66, president of the college, with
complaints.
Physical plant employees are in
the process of fix ing the leak;
however, students are concerned
about prioritization.
According to Holman, there is
something wrong with the system.
She said, "Priorities aren't being set

correctly."

Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College

M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

Maniar's com-

mitment to school events can already be apparent in his snendance
at this weekend's SOAR conference at Brown University which

COnJirwedfrom

The freshmen Students Activities Council will be Clayton Kunz
and Beth Homer. They are "ready
to get this year rolling" with their
own ideas for social events as well
as the ideas of their classmates.
When asked to comment on the
Freshman Class election, Jenn
Freeman, '93, public relations director, said, "I was really, really
happy with the number of people
who came to speech night and
voted." She also said that this response as well as the number and
quality of the candidates reflects
well upon the Class of 1994.

"I became a Macintosh convert in business school
our computer lab I'd always find lines of people
waiting to use the Madntosh computers, while other computers just sat there. So I had a choice: wait fora Macintosh,
or come back at 6 AM. to grab one before they'd all be taken.
'After business school, I took a job at a large bank and
used my Macintosh for producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
"Today I use Macintosh to help me run my own
management consulting firm. When I give a presentation, I can see in people's faces that
they're really impressed. And that makes
me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday off, put
my Macintosh and skis in the car, and
head for the mountains. I ski days
and work nights. It's perfect.
"You know, I can't say where I'll
be in five, ten, or fifteen years, but I
can say that my Macintosh will be
there with me:' , '1\t

Stop by the

•

Connecticut College Computer Store
Lower level of Hamilton Hall
203/447-7803, Hours: Mon .. Wed. &

Fri. from 12pm'4pm

.0
Why do people love Macintosh"?
Ask them.

Calvin
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Cummings Exhibit Features Artists

• -------------

b~·:~:~oI~~:

cheap, pressed-glass bottles in various colors
and shapes. Dinhofer has an affinity for the
solidity of glass and its translucence. She
feels that these properties reflect the human
condition of covered bodies which have varying degrees of emotion and vulnerability.
Dinhofer's canvases are painted in an undramatic style. The backgrounds are simple
wooden floorboards that are often raked at a
slight angle so the su b'!)OCtmatter appears
about to step or roll toward the viewer.
Napkins, doilies, comers of faded Oriental
rugs and elaborate antimacassers often overlay the floorboard backgrounds, which re-

On Wednesday, October 3, five artists' works went on exhibit at Cum• mings Arts Center, The opening was
: topped off by a lecture/slide presentation by perceptual realist Lisa Dinhofer.
•• Dinhofer, an artist from New York
City, says, "I usually go for the beautiful." Hcr oils and watercolors portray
• glass marbles including aggies, eat's
eyes and solid colored glass, and small,
•

•

·
:·
:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .: minds one of grandmothers' sofas and sideOIeay, if you are a left brain person
• boards Ornately framed flowers and people,

••

conch shell sounds from the upper, flared
horn-end. This is a majestic, elegant symbol
of hunter-gatherers, or sweet-talking swingers of giant blackjacks.
.
Gilles' Five Vessels hangs overhead 10
Dana Foyer. Like boat hulls, these sculptures
convey richness, weight and movement; all
the while being snub-nosed versions.
Alligator Farm is swarming with the tiny
reptiles and one small onlooker sports a
wooden appendage, indicating his lack of

respect, or ignorance. A religious icon on a
diving board is about to enter the alligator
moat.
Fear of Bears features a colorful, lost mitten: the artist's trademark. This triptych
consists of a bear chasing a man up a tree,
thereupon dismembering him. Itwas inspired
by Duncan's, childhood fear of bears, stemming from the fairy-tales "Goldilocks and the
Three Bears" and "Little Red Riding Hood."
Mark Sparks, an artist from California, displays seven amusing and thought-provoking
collages. Mounted at eye level, these mixed
media presentations combine numerous intricately-arrayed found objects.
Sparks says it is helpful to have a sense of
humor in a world where anything can happen .
at any moment. Riddled with Bullets was
inspired by Sparks' car radio. The collage is
a black and white photo of a fingernail-biting
woman, looking anguished and dismayed.
The photo is mounted on a rille range target
into which a question mark made of bullet
shell casings is recessed. The words "Bone
China" are printed across the bottom, and
"He Men" is printed across the top. A skull,
shovel and die also appear on the haunting,
mounted target.
Lenny Long, of Providence, R.I., features
20 NOles, a brightly painted group of wood
constructions that create colorful effects,
such as flowing water and animal-skin patterns. They seem to move withsmooth,anguIar grace- spurred on by smooth, delicate
qualities of painted driftwood and other
found wood ..
The exhibition will continue through No·
vember 2 in the Cummings Art Center. Gal·
lery hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

you've probably given up hope. However,
: egg cups, teapots, bowls, vases, woven basfor aU- right brain people like me, this • kets, decorative cups, saucers, kumquats,
: As I sit here before this computer, ready
movie does have some merit. This movie
• sweet candies and small animal skulls appear
·totype this review, the cursor seems to be revealed the most amazing images I've : to be theartist's favored subjects. Reflections
: raking the shape of aquestion mark instead
ever seen. Whoever was holding the cam- • of light within clear, crystal balls seem to de.
• of irs usual monotonous straight line.
era in this movie should get two Oscars. I : mand Dinhofer's most painstaking detail.
: What's it gonna be, Chris? Thumbs up?
suppose that if you defme a good movie as • Thus, one can understand why she completes
• Thumbs down? Come on boy, feed me.
one which makes you 'fecI,' than this is the : only about four paintings annually.
: Goodlellas is a movie for both hemimovie for you. A good example: A man is • One of her paintings, Spring SI. Hardball,
• spberes of the brain; the sensible, orderly,
shot through the top of the hcad. There isno
• combines baseballs with clear crystal balls
: analretentive left, and the whimsical, daybackground music. No police sirens. No : and various marbles. The crystals reflect the
• dreaming, cmotiortal right. And while the
screaming.JUSlcompletesilcnee. Withonc
• floor background, actually raising it, while
.lIIO'rie does touch
small exception. You : lower down her studio windows are reflected
; llodl halves of the
can hear the blood : at three different angles. Seen in a crystal
: billiIl, it does so in
pouring out of the • baseball, Lisa, in miniature, works benignly
• SllOb completely
man'SskuII,asyousi!
~ at her canvas.
: OllJIOSite ways that
in pemfied sjI¢nceJ
Gilles Giuntini, a professor at the Univer• the viewer is faced
watching the dlllk • sity of Hartford Art School, exhibits wall% Witli an internal
stain on the carpet ex- : mounted sculptures made of evenly-burnt
• S\i'IlIgle \Q decide
pand steadily outwood and dark lead. which depict human
,,~
he 01: she
ward-In
this
day
and
:
heads, sprouts, spades, and tube-like extenor
agewhereviotenceiD
• sicns. Several rest upon Escher-like horizon%"'US-itall
the movies gers 1IOIh· • tal stairs,
: Climes down to
ing more I/Jan a yawn : Split Seed, a green bronze, implies a broken
• wflidI half of the
or a chuclde, scenes : heart. Double Babel, another green bronze,
; blain is dominlmt
litre
these htlp keep ,meetsoureyelevel
with two swirling cones a
l' For the left haIr
everytl1ing in per·
% la Guggenheim Museum architecture on a
:of the bnlin,dtJs
spective,
, Masada·like plateau.
is nothing
So, itis up to you to ,
Chase and Calch, the most dramatically
: sIlllriDf a mess.
decide what yOD1001< : vivid and horrifying piece, is a blackish-gray
" storyline iflrire; I
forinamovie.l>oyou
~ lead and wood club. The club is long and
• think Ibave seen the
want a film that's got • curving, and grips a gold and wooden hom.
one inahout ten other gangSle<"
an original slory, a tricky p.!0l, and decent
"The club neatly encircles the narrow mouth.
: movies. The theme of the movie is 'Crime
costumes. If that's true, steer clearof Goo- % piece of the hom with the machine-like preci.
• ilrway cool and everybody should just do
cife/lasandbeadOVettotheothersideofthe
% sion of a fist around a wrist. One can hear
: Wliateverthey want and if SOJIIeOnc gets in
theater with $U of the ~ .... ~ ......
• your way, shoot'em.'I don'tImow about other anal retentives to • r-=--=-~-='=~,,::,,::,,:.~-------------• you, but that seems a IiUIe warped to me.
see POSIJ:ardsFrom the •
: 1'hepIotofthemovie issottransIucent you Edge. But iC yODlike a
•bId uae it as a contact IeIls. The worst movie that's going to.
: pert, however, is the costumes and set.
make you feel, a movie :
• lings. It was as though SOJIIeOnc took the
that you're going to re- •
: BIMy Bunch, the Partridge FaJnl1y, and
member and think about :
• the Jetsons and heaped them all together
The museum's specialty, how·
Cor a long lime, this is •
by James Banta
: into one tremendous, classIcss ensemble.
ever, lies in American decorative
The College Voice
your kind of flick.
:
• After this movie I had seen enough rhine.
arts of the Colonial and Federal
You may not have realized it, periods, including dolls and doll
: stone studded purple pant suits, pink
SPONSORED BY
•
• CadiIIacs,taeeoonC03lS,leopardskin bed.
HoYTS W ATERFORDo but just beyond the asphalt and houses, furniture and silver.
concrete of South Lot sits an ex: spreads, pleather jackets and briDe cream
If you step outside the Lyman
CINEMAS
:
quisite exhibit of art and culture
• 10last me a lifetime.
Allyn and explore the museum
• and a vigorously active center of grounds, you will discover the De·
~
~
informal art education.
New shon-Allyn House, built in 1829 as
England weather this time of year the residenceofloeaI whaling capis ideal, so why not choose an af· tain Lyman Allyn, for whom the
ternoon this week and take a stroll museum was named. A visit here
outdoors, past Cummings, past sends you back in time, to the days
the rows of cars in South Lo~ and when New London was a prospervisit the Lyman Allyn Art Mu- 0us' bustling whalingpon. AskIor

·_lbe mcme

Goodfellas is a movie
for
both
hemispheres of the brain;
the sensible, orderly,

+

anal retentive left,

and the whimsical,

daydreaming, emo-

'tnllvie

The

tional right.

+sartle

Lyman Allyn Holds
Hidden Treasures

I

•

•
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•
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seum?

a

semester or year of academic study for juniors
and seniors. Students study in small seminars and
tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian
institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre,
and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.
For information and an application, contact:

Sarah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris
BoxCCP

Bronxville, New York 10708

-----,

The Lyman Allyn houses per·
manent galleries of artwork from
Japan, China, and Egyp~ and, to
the delight of the art history buff,
artwork from the Ancien~ Classi·
cal, Medieval and Renaissance
periods. In addition, three galler·
ies have been set aside for changing exhibitions. If you hurry you
can catch the photographyexhibit
exhibition on display now.

-an escort at the museum, if you

decide to visit this National Historic Landmark.
Before you leave be sure to in·
quire about upcoming and ongoing
educational programs. The Lyman. Allyn offers a variety of art
classes for all ages, one-day fam ily
workshops, tours of the collec·
tions, and a subscription lecture
series, as well as a non·subSCription series. The upcoming sub-

scription lecture, Passionate Col·
leclors: Wallers, Cone and Du·
Ponl, by Director Emeritus Dr.
Edgar Mayhew, takes place on
October 9 and 10. Tickets for this
series are $10. Also on October
10, Barbara Belgrade Spargo, a
private collector, will present a
non-subscription lecture on The
Delighls and Dislresses of Collecting on a Shoestring.
Students of art will be happy to
know that the Lyman Allyn also
houses an art library, which is
open during museum hours, Tuesday through Saturday from II
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
So take a walk down to South
Lot. For just beyond Iiesan oppor.
tunity to del ve in to the world of
art to attend a lecture on Rembrand~ examine traditional Japanese artwork, or check out a book
on American dollhouses. Admis.
sion 10 the Lyman Allyn is free. A
donation of $3 is suggested.
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TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

9

Blaustein 210. As part of the Spanish Film festival, Victor Erice's
The Spirit of the Beehive (1973) will be presented in Spanish with
English .subtititles at4:30 p.m. The fum is free and open to the public.
DISCUSSIonand refreshments will follow.
Dana Hall. Chuck Davis and the African-American
will conduct a lecture/demonstration
at8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,

Dance Ensemble

OCTOBER

10

Palmer Auditorium. Chuck Davis and the African-American
Ensemble will perform at8 p.m.

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

Dance

11

Oliva Hall. The Connecticut College Film Society presents The Unbearable Lightness of Being , starring Academy-award winner Daniel
Day Lewis and Juliette Binoche. Admission is $2.50, and film starts
at8 p.m.

A & E Trivia
I. Wild at Heart star Laura Dem is the daughter of what now-divorced
Hollywood couple?
2. What celebrated Frenchwoman is following up her 1964 memoir,

.................==========:.::::;::::.::iZ!llriZ!lE:::::::ulli~::E:~ll!1l:!:EiliEiliEiliEiliEili2E!l!E!!lbJ

Life With Picasso, with an account of her troubled relationship with
Picasso and Henri Matisse?
3. What avant-garde fashion designer is responsible for the costumes
in Madonna's recent Blond Ambition tour?
4. Oliver Stone's upcoming film release is an account of which 60's
rockers?
5. George Herriman is celebrated {or what surrealist comic strip
featuring a love-smitten cat and a brkk-\hrowing mouse?

THE RIGHT HAND
VIDEO CORNER
by Dan Seligson and Sean Bien
The College Voice

to

In the Corner this week: Reviews for the
new "me" generation.

Send all answers
Box 3596. The first
correct answer will receive a free pizza
from DOMINO'S Pizza

That is all we
are going to say.
See it.
DAN *****

NORDI BY NORTIfWEST (NR)
Imagine yourself a timid, twice-divorced,
wimp advertising executive who is kidnapped by two thugs, forced to drink a bottle of
bourbon(with no chaser), and put behind
the wheel of a moving car while you are
half unconscious. What could possibly be
the reason for this? Naturally, you are mistaken by a spy as a Federal agent who does
not exist Ever had one of those days?
Well, Cary Grant did and not even his mom
believed him. If you think that is a lousy
day, try being on the cover of every newspaper in the country for murdering a U.N.
Diplomat, hiding in train toilets, and being
chased by a crop duster in a com field.

night

SEAN"'''''''''''''
KATE (Special to the R.H. V.c.) •••••

rms IS SPINAL TAP (R)
Now imagine yourself as a heavily sedated,
heavy melal has-been "trapped in a sea of retarded sexuality.' Your band, Spinal Tap,
has just put out a new album, Smell the
Glove, and embarked on a tour of the U.S.
An avid fan and film director (played by the
film's actual director, Rob Reiner) has decided to make arocumentary of your life and
career. You have put out smash singles such
as "(Listen to) the Flower People" and "To-

I-------------------------~
WCTY

NO WAY OUT (R)

presents

KATHY MATTEA

legion of detectives, hilmen,and a psychotic
aide to the Secretary of Defense after him.
You get many perks along the way, such as
riding in expensive sports cars, having sex in
limousines, and drinking adequate amounts
. of Stolichnaya vodka. The second half of
the movie turns into an absolute nightmare
as you fall out of trees, get knifed, get chased
through Washington, D.C., get framed for
your girlfriend's murder, and even drink
cold coffee. This is a very taut, sexy spy
thriller, as event after event unfolds against
our rugged hero, Kevin Costner, who is
trapped in a situation beyond his control and
naval ranking. Gene Hackman plays a confused politician to the hilt It is worth a
viewing. "Yuri" in for a treat.
DAN "'1/2
SEAN .*.*

Continuing with the "ever
having one of those days?"

SPONSORED BY

theme, imagine yourself as

BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

a naval officer trapped in
the Pentagon with an entire

raJings based on afive star scale

-----~brel1Ce
An Academic Year Abroad

A.

DEALEY THEATER
At The Groton sUBASE

Saturday, October 27, 8:00 pm

O::U~~~·:1:~;.

Tickets: ITTSUBASE449·3238;
R~~ M~ri~.
Village; Looney Tunes, Westerly; Univerary UII~. N ~
New London' Custom Tees, Crystal Mall; Strawbemes. ew
,
Fair Waler Store. Groton.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Mall- Electric BOI.l
,

in the Arts and Humanities

year or semester of undergraduate
study irnmersed in the life and culture
of Florence.
The program combines
university
courses
with individual
tutorials
and language
study and, for students of
the arts, work with Italian artists.
For information and an application:
Sarah Lawrence College In Florence

BoxCCF
Bronxville, New York 10708

SARAH
LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
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Women's Soccer Kicks
Trinity and Salve Regina

f

,1l--------~

by Dan Levine

.~
"

Associate

Sports Editor

<:>-----------~
Over the past week the women's
~ soccer team picked up two victories

'i; by beating the arch rival Trinity
~ Bantams I-Oand humiliating Salve
f..;; Regina4-O. Thesetwowinsextend
their record to an outstanding 6-01. The victory over Salve Regina
sets up a tough match against
Bowdoin College next weekend.
In Hartford the Camels played a
tough match against the Trinity
squad, who is the defending ECAC
champion. Trinity played the Cam-

./

Sports
Shorts

elsclose, butagoal by Marty Davis,
'91, was all that was needed to
secure a Conn victory. The Bantams were unable to score due to
aggressive defense by the Camels
and excellent goaltending by Eva
Cahalan, '91.
On Saturday
the Camels
humbled Salve Regina, crushing
the Newporters by a 4-0 margin.
Kate Greco, '94, scored the first
Camel goal only six minutes into
the game. Also scoring for Conn
were Jamie O'Connor, '91, Davis
and Tyra Norbeck, '92. The goaltending duties for the Camels were

shared by Cahalan and Anne
Palmgren, '93. The Camels outshot Salve 38-3. Conn controlled
the match from the opening
whistle by out hustling the Newporters all over the field.
Conn will hit the road for their
next four matches. They will
travel to Clark University on
Thursday and to the University of
Maine on Saturday. The Camels'
biggest match of the year will be
next Sunday as the Camels play

the Bowdoin Bears in Brunswick,
Maine.

The Sailing Team placed third at theHap
Moore regatta, hosted by the Coast Gu'ard.
They placed fourth.at the Smith Tropljyat
MJ,T .

Intramural Update

hll'~(~~f~!~lllll'~l~}\

It was yet another excit-

ing
week on the
gridiron.
Sunday's
first
game,In

a

planes continued their winning ways by defeating Dry Season 21-0. Jon Krawczyk, '92,
ran for 2 TDs and threw for another to lead
the Airplanes to victory. The Airplanes' Carson "No I didn't play hockey for Nobles"
Smith, '93, came up with his first ro of the
season on a long bomb from Krawczyk.
Thursday's first game, which featured the
much awaited showdown between SC and
David, was postponed and will be made up at
a latter date. The second game of that day
between Jehovah's and the KBees was
played, but because the commissioner (a.k.a.
Mark Fallon, '92) did not give theiM department the scoresheet from that game we have

David
easily rolled
r~;;;==~~~==~~~~~~;::;;;=:::::::)~~;;:!:!l~~~~~L2:£22l.t.2
the 4 Horseman
42-0. over
QBs

Camel Fall Sports Action

Women's
and Men's
Cross Country:
10/13 at NEWCACs (Bowdoin)

10/20 at Rhode Island College
10/27 at Trinity with Clark
& Coast Guard
Field

Hockey:

10/11 at Western

Conn.

10/13 at Trinity
10/18 Tufts
10/20 Bowdoin
Men's

10/10

Soccer:
Clark

10/13 Colby
10/17 at Rhode Island College
10/20 Trinity

Women's

Tennis:

10/10 at Wesleyan
10/11 Mt, Holyoke
10/19 -21 at New England
Women's

10/11
10/13
10/14
10/16

Champs.

Soccer:

at Clark
at Univ. Maine
at Bowdoin
at Williams

10/20 Wellesley
Volleyball:
10/13 Tufts w/ Salem
10/18 Clark

State

10/20 at Wheaton
10/25 Coast Guard w/ Western

Ct.

Cristo Garcia, '92, and Jon Luce, '93, combined for five IDs to lead a balanced David
attack. Chris McLaughlin, '92, received for
two TDs, while Huao Hwang, '91, Bryce
Breen, '92, andJonFahey, '92, each received
one. The 4 Horseman, on the other hand had
no attack. These guys are second only to the
KBees in points against with a respectable
112 (the KBees have 113). Keep up the good
wor k "e' 11as.

no score to report.
In "non-action" on Sunday, Can't Touch
In six -aside soccer action this week ACP
This was victorious over Jehovah's Army by
slipped by Windham by a score of 1-0. Richforfeit. Can't Touch This captain Brooks
ard Zeitlin, '91, tallied for the games sole
Brown did however give out an MVP award
goal on a pass from David Yampanis, '93.
for that game to John Yearout. When asked
Also that day, Physical Plant tied the heavily
why he made this jesture, Brown replied, "
favored Get Smart 0-0. This game causes this
Yearout is our best player, I had no choice."
On Tuesday, the question that seemed to reporter to retract remarks made last week in
be foremost on everyone's mind was not
this column. Physical Plant has proven that
when the pressure is on, they meet the chal"whoaretheseMoondogs?"butrather"what
lenge and get the job done.
exactly is a Moondog?" The Moondogs
Monday's first game was no contest as
handily defeated Can't Touch This 21-0.
Aspen crushed Jen's Boys 4-0. This game
What was expected to be tight game, turned
out to be just another walk in the park for the was a one man show as a. slightly ill Garth
Moondogs. QB sensation Steve Pettit, '91, Ross, '93, displayed incredible ball control
was held scoreless, but was an inspiration to by scoring three goals in the first three minutes of the game. The second game of that
his-team, who finally saw that it was possible
to call a play on the line of scrimmage with a day matched the E.M. Airplanes against the
Stoners, with the Stoners coming out on top
lit cigarette in your mouth. Said center Chris
"Did I do that?" Perkins, '92, of this Ieat, "It
1-0. Newly acquired Brenden Gilmartin, '94,
was one of the most incredible things I have tallied for the game's sole goal unassisted late
ever seen in sports." Dan Dwyer, '92, led the in the second half to give the unbeaten StonMoondog attack with 2 TDs, while Coley .ers the win.
"Stutter Step" Cassidy, '92, continued to
In the second week of softball there was no
prove that he may have the best hands in the action because every team forfeited. Next
league. Can't Touch This had hoped that the week: Team Tennis results.
signing of veteran free agent Doug Roberts,
Please recycle The College Voice.
'91, and 'a dozen donut per sack' incentive to
Bill "Dorm" Shultz, '91, would have bolstered their chances against the Moondogs.
On a positive note for Can't Touch This, the
referees awarded captain Brown with the
good sportsmanship award of the game for
his demonstration of the perfect clip from behind after the play.
In Tuesday's second game. E.M. Air-
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Amherst on the Road
;;;'
t
1) Which NFL team has won the most

;..'

playoff games? Wholw'",'tbe""""

~
Dan Levine
Associate Sports Editor

and defense held Conn to only a few chances
to score, but Conn just could not put the ball
in the net.

In a relatively easy game, the Camels beat
the Lord Jeffs of Amherst on Wednesday 2I. The win marked their first victory against
Amherst in three years, and their third win
this season. On Saturday the Camels lost
their fourth game in a tough game against

. Middlebury scored early in the first half,
gi vmg them a one to nothing lead that they
took confidently into halftime.
The entire
first half was marked by intense defense and
constant hustle on both sides of the field.
Conn's Peter Spear, '94, played excellent
defense the entire game and Cutillo played
another great game in net, In the second half
Conn had a few chances to score, but nothing
resulted from their efforts. Any hopes the
Camels hadof winning were thwarted late in

Middlebury 2-0.
The Camels dominated the Amherst Lord
Jeffs, although Amherst has not won a single
game yet this season. The entire first half
went scoreless with tough defense and skillful goalkeeping on both sides of the field.
With some aggressive play, the second half
saw the Camels pull away with well -earned
goals from Captain Allen Wiggins, '91, and
Xolani Zungu,
'93.
Great defense and
goalkeeping
from Lou Cutillo, '92, held
Amherst off for almost the entire game.
Amherst scored late in the second half but
their single goal was not enough to beat a
tough and unified Camel squad.
Saturday's
game was graced by great
weather and a large, extremely enthusiastic
Conn crowd. Coming of (Wednesday's
win,
the Camels were confident and ready to play,
but the Panthers of Middlebury
College
quickly dispelled any idea of another easy
game. The Panthers played very aggressively and they even tallied a few yellow
cards by games ~nd. Excellent goalkeeping

the second half when Middlebury
scored
another goal which put the game out of
reach.
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'-C,omnpkte 8;t<od~ of Fine Domestic

Liqaorc, Win'e, Beer
and Oma1cah

Ml"dImpcrted

445·1565
Open Man-Sat 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Conveniently located between Ponderosa Steak
House and Burger King, Long Hill Rd. Groton
Positive ill Required

The best Chinese food
in Groton!
Eqt in or take out.
Rear of the Groton
Shopping Plaza
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4) When the Reds beat the Red Sox inthe
1975, who were the other two teams in the
playoffs?
5) What Conn athlete holds every record
possible for the positions she or he holds in
two different sports?

Schmoozing with Dob and Pops

.I ';~...." e.....
1~."'
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EMPIRE WOK
CHINESE
RESTAURANT

2) What team is currently ranked number
one in the NCAA Division Three football

3) When was the last time the St. Louis
Cardinals fmished last? (Hint: It was the
same year the Red Sox last won the World
Series.)

~0

Each game the Camels have played this
season has been extremely close. They have
lost two games in overtime, and Saturday's
loss marked their first loss by more than one
goal this season. Despite all the heartbreakers this year, Conn still POSIS a respectable 34 record thus far.
The Camels remain
home for their next two
encounters, the first on
Wednesday
at 3:30
p.m. against Clark Uniby Dobby Gibson and
versity, and the other
Dave PapadopolollS
The College Votet
on Saturday at 11:00
a.m.
against
Colby
DobandPopswouldliketobegin
College.
.
this week's column with our opin-

Long Hill Discount Liquors

449 ..0551

~

ion on issue of national attention.
As usual, everyone seems to know
whal is best for everybody
else
around here - and Dab and Pops
would like to get in our two-cents'
worth. We are speaking in regards
to the popular and heated issue as to
whether women reporters should
be allowed iiJ locker rooms. The
admittance of female reporters creates uncomfortable
and embarrasing situations for both parties.
Imagine the outrage on the part of
women if male reporters were allowed into female athelete's locker
rooms. We agree that it is unfair if
women reporters were held out of
male locker rooms while male reporters were admitted. It is unreasonable,
however,
to expect an
athlete, after a tough loss.to enter a
locker room, get undressed, and
conduct a civilized and intelligent
interview with reporters of either
sex jamming microphones
in his

fORTUNE
COOKIE

Best Chinese Food
Eat In or
TakeOut
TEL.: (203) 443-7978
150 Broad Street (Comer WiIIii!m Ave.)

NewLonclon
Man. T_ Wed. Thun.: 11:00 - 11:30
I'd. • Sot: 11:00 - 12:30
Sundw. 12:00 - 11:00

Open seven daYS a

week.

10% off with Conn 1.0.

face. Dab and Pops propose that
separate rooms be utilized for all
media interviews adjacent to team
locker rooms.
This system will

come at the sacrifice of many reporters' deadlines, but priyocy is far
more important. If this system is
not implimented in the near future,
Dob and Pops are going to request
an interview with a buck naked
Gabriela Sabatini -' a full report
will follow.

guaranteed
winner for you this
week. Due toourlacklusterstart
we
have called in the expertise
of
Zippy the Monkey, handicapper
extraordinaire.
Zip points out thal

Denver is coming off a tough loss
and will be Teady to play, while
Cleveland is flat-out an abominable
team. Zip tells us that the choice is
clear, take the Broncs and lay the
points.
Baseball

The Farzin Azarm Goal
Watch: The Finale
As many of you have probably
heard by now, Farzin Azarm, '92,
netted his first goal as a Camel last
week. Suprisingly, top Iranian official Mohamed Ali Khomeni, when
interviewed
by Dan Rather last
week regarding the Iraqi conflict,
could not stop talking about our
favorite
little redhead.
.When
speaking of Azarm, the Ayatollah
used such phrases as, "Brilliant!
Explosive! - A must see! .Better
than E.T. and Star Wars!" When
we tried to locate Azann for an
interview, we had to travel to Groton Long Point to his new sprawling, oceanside estate. During the
interview, all Azann kept repeating
was, "That's Grader's Jewlers in
the Crystal Mall, exit 82 offI-95!"
Following
the interview he told
Dob and Pops, "I' ve gone big time.
I don't need you punks anymore."
Well Mr. Azarm, all we can say
here at Schmoozing
is keep your
feet on the ground, and keep reaching for the stars.
Monday

Night

Pick

Last Week: Bengals minus two
versus
Seattle.
Final
Score:
Seahawks31,Bengals
16. Doband
Pops with a slight misread on this
one. Record:
1-3. This week:
Denver is favored by nine at home
versus Cleveland.
Doh and Pops
have not quire goaen out of the
blocks yet this year, but we bave a

Dob and Pops regretfully bave to
retract the note of congratulations
that we extended 10 George Brett
for his capture of yet another AL
BattingCrown.
DobandPopshave
learned that Mr. Brett sat himself
out <if the last two games of the
season because Rickey Henderson
was only two points behind him.
Shame on you Mr. Brett, that is not
baseball, nor is it the American
way ... Dob and Pops will, however, send outheartfeltcongratulations to Cecil Fielder as he became
the first player to hit over 50 home

runs in a season since George Foster did it back in '77. The Yankees
made sure Fielder did it during the
season finale. Those lovable losers
served
up plenty
of meaty
straightballs enabling Fielder to hit
not one, but two dingers bringing
his final total to 51 for the year.
Off the field, Fielder set yet
another
mark this year as he
downed four New York sirloins,
109 buffalo wings, and six cartons
of Egg Nag making him the first
Triple Crown winner at Chuck's
Steak House since Carlos Perez,
'92, did back in the summer of ' 86
... Dob and Pops are forced to look
down upon the Reds and Pirates
meeting in the NLCS. Not only is
this a no-hum match up (with the
only excitement
coming
from
Sweet Lou), but it is also an allAstra Turf series. This is yet another reason why the National
League will always be inferior to
the American League.
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SPORTS
Crew Team
Strikes Gold
in two races. In the first race, the
Club Eight not only won the gold
The College Voice
medal, but set a course record with
a time of 13:59 for the 2.5 mile
Nine members of the women's course. Coxswain Sheehan said,
varsity crew tearn opened their fall "They attacked it from the first
season with flying colors last week- stroke, and kept getting stronger
end at the Head of the Ohio in throughout the race."
Pittsburgh.
The second race was the tougher
Rowers .Jen Yeske, '93, Peggy Open Eights category, with Conn
Witherell, '94, Kathryn Gunzel- facing such schools as Brown and
man, '93, Jennie Davidson, '93, Cornell. Although the women, were
Beth Filippone,
'91, Anne fatigued from their efforts earlier in
Althausen, '93, Chris Ifill, '94, the day, they rowed an extremely
Tara Rayder, '93, and Meg Shee- aggressive race, missing the bronze
han, '92, were flown to Pittsburgh. medal by a heartbreaking 1.4 secA newly- formed crew alumni onds.
group helped finance the trip. This
Having won their first race of the
marks the first time that Connecti- year, the women are off to a fast
cut College has participated in this start. Coach Claus Wolter was
regalia.
pleased with their performances,
Although originally scheduled to and both he and the rowers hope
race only once. the women were that the team can return next year
able to show their might and muscle for an equally strong showing.
by Jennie Davidson

Cross Country Grabs Third at TriStates

I

by William H. Schulz, Jr.
SpOf'ls Edit ...

The women's cross country team
placed an impressive lhird at the
Tri-State Championships on Saturclay, which were hosted by Bryant
College in Smithfield, Rhode Is-
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Running on a fairly difficult
course, the Camels were just one
point behind Worcester Polytechnic Institute, which had 75 points.
TheCoastGuardAcademywonthe
Championship by a wide margin of

26 points. Both Worchester Polytechnic and the Coast Guard are
ranked in New England.

Devine, Balsamo and Bower
received medals, making this the
second week in a row that the freshConn's number one runner over man trio has gotten awards.
the 3.1 mile course, Jennichelle
Ned Bishop, Coach of women's
Devine, '94, placed second overall cross country, was pleased with the
withatimeof20:00. Other runners team's performance, allhough he
for Conn were Lynn Balsamo, '94, said that they did not run to their
in 10th placeat21:29, Leah Bower, full potential. One of their top run'93, in 14th place at 21:34, Kat ners, Rachael Warren, '92, did not
Havens, '93, in 21st place at 22:04, compete in the race. The team was
Dana Otis, '91, in 49th place at also fatigued from a week of strenu25:03, Anne Connolly, '91, in 54th ous practice in preparation for the
place at 25:23 and Sarah Beers, NESCAC Championship next Sat'94, in 58th place at 25:50.
urday.

Field Hockey Vanquishes
Wellesley and Amherst
by Joh. FIscher
The College Voice

. The Connecticut College women's field hockey team suffered their first loss of the year against Smith this week, but'
cushioned their defeat with victories at Wellesley and athome
against Amherst. The team's record now stands at6-1-1.
The Camels started off the week by crushing Wellesley 6o on Sunday. Six different players scored for Conn. Suzanne
Walker, '93, started things off by scoring at 28:39, aided by
JiIlDelloStrilto's, '9l,thirdassistofthe
year. Jenny Garbutl,
'91, scored the next goal for the Camels from an assist by
Carter Wood, '93, at 34:59 to give Conn a2-0 half-time lead.
Conn pulled away in the second period as Abbey Tyson, '92,
co-captain Diane Stratton, '91, Wood and DelloStritto all
tallied for Conn. Erica Bos, '92, and Tyson each added an
assist in the second period. Conn outshot Wellesley by a 244 margin, clearly showing their dominance. Laurie Sachs, '92
, and co-captain Jen Schumacher, '91, combined for four
saves and the shutout in net.
Wednesday, however, was a different story as the visiting
Smith team blanked the blue and white by a 3-0 count. The
first goal came at 34:22 of the first period, as Lara DeSanti
beat Sachs to give Smith the lead. Smith'sBecky Wright, who
assisted on the first goal, scored at 45:32 to give the Pioneers

a 2-0 lead, and Elizabeth Welborn gave Smith its third goal at
58:28. Sachs and Schumacher combined for thirteen saves in
a losing cause.
Conn rebounded for an Important win on Saturday as they
faced Amhers on Dawley Field. Tyson greeted the visitors
with her fourth goal of the season at the,29:00 minute mark.
The same goal was DelloStritto's fourth assist on the year.
Amherst tied the contest early in the second half as Cori
Reedy slipped one past goalie Sachs. But Conn came back to
win the game with 15:48 remaining in the game. This time
DelloStritto got the goal and Tyson chipped in wilh the assist.
The Conn defense held Amherst for the rest of the game and
the Camels came away with a 2-1 victory.
DelloStritto leads the squad in scoring with four goals and
four assists. Right behind her are Tyson with four goals and
three assists and Wood with three goals and two assists. The
Conn defense, led by Amy Norris, '92,NickiHennessey, '93,
and Lauren Moran, '94, has made it rough on opposing offenses, who have only managed six goals all season. Sachs
has been terrific in net with a save percentage of .922 and a
goals against average of only 0.69. The Camels play back to ~
back road games next week, facing Western Connecticut on
October II and then matching up against highly-touted ~
~Ji~lI~De~lI~OS~t~r1~tt~o"',
'::971,~ta~k~e~s~co:'n~lr""o"'I-"'O~f
t::h~e~b~au~~"':'.:==-':':~
Trinity on October 13.

Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to EVA CAHALAN, '91, of the women's
soccer team. CAHALAN has had six straight shutouts in goal to
lead the Camels to a 6-0-1 record. WHS, Jr. & DIL

